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Executive Summary 
 

The new Government of Nunatsiavut, Parks Canada and the tourism interests of Nunatsiavut 

formed Tourism Nunatsiavut in January of 2006 to formulate a tourism strategy that would 

benefit the people and the economy of the region in a holistic and sustainable manner (see 

Section 5 – Guiding Principles). Since that initial planning episode, the Steering Committee of 

Tourism Nunatsiavut has taken great care to consult, to conduct detailed situational analyses, to 

examine best practices and to shape a strategic plan that will efficiently and competitively 

address tourism research, product development and marketing opportunities that await. The plan 

in its current form includes the identification and development of a number of “front end” 

strategic foundational components, including vision, mission, goals and objectives, action plans 

to achieve those objectives, specifics concerning product and experiential development, brand 

development and customer/market opportunities. 

 

It is the Vision of Tourism Nunatsiavut to see the region emerge as one of the world’s most in-

demand, quality circum-polar travel destinations. It is the organization’s Mission to stimulate the 

growth of culturally and environmentally sustainable, responsible, as well as economically-

viable travel products, honouring the traditions, legacies and future of the Inuit. The Goal is to 

create a holistic, sustainable, unparalleled economic development opportunity for the people and 

communities of Nunatsiavut. While there are fourteen Guiding Principles contained within the 

detailed plan, they can be summarized as creating a professional tourism organization, being 

inclusive and being respectful of the Inuit people, their land and their culture. 

 

There is much work to be done in order for Nunatsiavut to realize true destination status in the 

international tourism community. Toward that end, Tourism Nunatsiavut is acting strategically – 

consulting with stakeholders – natural partnerships and otherwise – conducting investigative 

research, reviewing industry best practices, examining all facets of product development and 

methodically building an image that will result in penetrative marketing. At the centre of effort is 

the intention that tourism in Nunatsiavut will be conducted in a manner that provides life-

changing experiences for visitors and gratifying work opportunities for the Inuit people. 
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1.0 Introduction 
 

The new Government of Nunatsiavut, Parks Canada and the tourism interests of Nunatsiavut 

formed Tourism Nunatsiavut in January of 2006 to formulate a tourism strategy that would 

benefit the people and the economy of the region in a holistic and sustainable manner (see 

Section Guiding Principles). The Steering Committee of Tourism Nunatsiavut has since that 

initial episode taken great care to consult, to conduct a situational analysis, to examine best 

practices and to shape a strategic plan that will efficiently and competitively address tourism 

research, product development and marketing opportunities that await. The plan in its current 

form includes the identification and development of a number of “front end” strategic 

foundational components, including vision, mission, goals and objectives, action plans to achieve 

those objectives, specifics concerning product and experiential development, brand development 

and customer/market opportunities. 

 

 

2.0 The Product Life Cycle 
 

The Product Life Cycle is a model which illustrates the status, stature and place in time of 

virtually any type of product. Nunatsiavut as a travel destination is clearly now entering the 

Introduction Phase of the cycle. The strategic actions taken in the coming months and years will 

shape and define its potential for Growth and to challenge competitors for market share.  

 

Figure 1 
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3.0 Vision 
 

Nunatsiavut will emerge to be one of the world’s most in-demand, quality, circum-polar travel 

destinations. 

 

 

4.0 Mission 
 

Tourism Nunatsiavut will stimulate the growth of culturally and environmentally sustainable, 

responsible, as well as economically-viable travel products, honouring the traditions,          

legacies and future of the Inuit. 

 

 

5.0 Guiding Principles 

Tourism Nunatsiavut has adopted the following principles in guiding its actions: 

• Be developed in a manner that acknowledges, respects and protects the relationship of 

Inuit to the land, the sea and the wildlife 

• Honour Inuit stories and Inuit knowledge 

• Communicate effectively and respectfully with Elders and other stakeholders – 

Timely/Inclusive/Responsive 

• Act in a manner that is socially, economically, culturally and environmentally sustainable 

• Be ever-mindful of ‘where we are and who we are’ 

• Follow the Research/Product/Marketing Continuum (see Figure 1) 

• Follow The Ten Essentials of Successful Travel Products formula (See Figure 2) 

• Create a sector delivery culture that has, as a primary function, expertise and 

effectiveness in the mobilization of tourism product enhancement and development 

• Target those consumers having the greatest demand and propensity toward our culture 

and nature-based products 

• Be market-driven at all times 

• Secure a positioning and brand that is highly exclusive 

• Work in close quarters with select strategic partners, first and foremost of whom will be 

Parks Canada 

• Keep planning, processes, strategies and execution at the simplest possible level, and 

• Identify a champion who will manage the brand and keep the strategy focused 
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6.0 The Research/Product/Marketing Continuum 

 
Figure 2 

 

 
 

 

 

7.0 Brand Positioning 

 
Tourism Nunatsiavut will be competitively positioned as: 

 

Nunatsiavut 
Adventures and Mysteries of the Labrador Inuit 

 

The destination’s brand image will be professionally produced (creative execution) and managed 

for introduction to the international tourism marketplace. 

 

 

8.0 Goal  
 

To create a holistic, sustainable, unparalleled economic development opportunity for the people 

and communities of Nunatsiavut, including Postville, Makkovik, Rigolet, Hopedale, Nain, 

Happy Valley-Goose Bay, North West River and Mud Lake 
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9.0 Objectives 
 

Tourism Nunatsiavut Strategy will: 

1. Create the conditions necessary for the establishment of a viable tourism industry 

2. Guide sustainable tourism sector development and marketing in ways which honour, 

respect and bring benefit to the Inuit and their communities 

3. Leverage the advent of the Torngat Mountains National Park Preserve 

4. Stimulate the creation of culturally and environmentally-appropriate travel products 

which attract world-traveled consumers seeking world-class experiences 

5. Stimulate benefits for tourism’s sister industries such as craft producers 

6. Conduct benchmarking practices to ensure the experience is delivered at the highest 

possible level, and 

7. Ultimately serve as a best practices model for touristic economic development in 

Canada’s north 

 

 

10.0 Action Plans To Achieve Objectives 
 

Action plans to achieve Objective #1: 

Create the conditions necessary for the establishment of a viable tourism industry: 

a) Refine and formalize the Terms of Reference for the relationship between Tourism 

Nunatsiavut and the Government of Nunatsiavut, taking into account governance, roles, 

responsibilities, continuity and the capacity of both 

b) Assist traditional outfitters as well as emerging and new tourism operators and 

communities through the establishment of a government department, a delivery model 

with direct responsibilities for the research, development and marketing of tourism 

c) Ensure the delivery model provides leadership capacity and professional expertise in the 

tourism sector, including implementation of a comprehensive/intensive human resource 

education, training and tourism occupational certification plan 

d) Ensure the delivery model is adequately funded to help industry attract develop and grow, 

including strategies for access to capital and investment 

e) Ensure the delivery model secures partnerships which through expertise, financial 

resources and investment capacity, can contribute to the attainment of the Vision, 

Mission and Goal of Tourism Nunatsiavut 

f) Ensure the effectiveness of the delivery model through legislative and regulatory means 

of the Nunatsiavut Government 

g) Ensure the development of a true ‘Destination Organization’ (active in research, product 

development and marketing) versus the traditional singularly-focused ‘Destination 

Marketing Organization’ 
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h) Recognize the significance of Happy Valley-Goose Bay as the transportation conduit into 

the Nunatsiavut experience, including the cultural and experiential attributes of North 

West River and Mud Lake, and 

i) Ensure the identification of and assistance toward business opportunities for Inuit people 

Responsibility: Tourism Nunatsiavut, the Government of Nunatsiavut and Parks Canada 

 

 

Action plans to achieve Objective #2 

Guide sustainable tourism sector development and marketing in ways which honour, respect and 

bring benefit to the Inuit and their communities: 

a) Establish a process to ensure that Inuit experts are engaged at every step of cultural and 

tourism product development, and 

b) Learn, practice and benchmark against existing models of sustainable tourism 

development (i.e. Canada’s guidelines – reference TIAC and CTC) 

Responsibility: Government of Nunatsiavut and Parks Canada 

 

 

Action plans to achieve Objective #3 

Leverage the advent of the Torngat Mountains National Park: 

a) Parks Canada to invest in a safe, multi-functional, sustainable, professionally designed 

state-of-the-art base camp that is suitable for several user groups including Inuit, tourists, 

researchers, transients and Parks Canada personnel 

b) Contract one or more marine transport vessels for operation within the park 

c) Consider the long term feasibility and suitability of a fixed-roof lodge property on the 

fringe of park, and 

d) Other infrastructure as identified 

Responsibility: Parks Canada 

 

 

Action plans to achieve Objective #4 

Stimulate the creation of culturally and environmentally-appropriate travel products which attract 

world-traveled consumers seeking world-class experiences: 

a) Examine elite adventure and cultural-based travel best practices, inventory all northern 

national parks and examine Parks lessons learned and best practices 

b) Ensure that the experiential and tourism strengths of traditional outfitters are enhanced 

and suitably promoted 

c) Ensure that the experiential and tourism service strengths of the communities of Postville, 

Makkovik, Rigolet, Hopedale, Nain, Happy Valley-Goose Bay, North West River and 

Mud Lake are enhanced and suitably promoted 
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d) Ensure that the cultural strengths of the region are showcased and made inter-active as an 

essential part of the Nunatsiavut travel experience with specific emphasis on story-telling, 

performance, craft producers and their products 

e) Hire travel trade and travel media expertise and develop logical travel trade and media 

strategies  

f) Develop trade marketing partnerships that are always linked to product development 

initiatives 

g) Examine and document precisely ‘who is the customer’ in terms of demographics, 

psychographics, income, education, mobility, previous travel experiences, etc. 

h) Establish a Trade Partner Pioneer/Explorer Program, and 

i) Mobilize professional tourism product developers directly into communities to create 

packages, day adventures and learning enrichment travel  

Responsibility: Tourism Nunatsiavut and Government of Nunatsiavut 

 

 

Action plans to achieve Objective #5 

Conduct benchmarking practices to ensure the experience is delivered at the highest possible 

level: 

a) Establish baseline of products, experiences and tourism capacity using the baseline 

performance research conducted in August, 2007 

b) Solicit the assistance of Parks Canada and Tourism Atlantic to establish targets for 

products, experiences, tourism capacity, visitation, revenues 

c) Train operators and encourage participation in existing benchmarking processes (i.e. 

Canada Select, Mystery Shopping), and 

d) Work with the Newfoudland and Labrador Tourism Human Resource Council to 

professionalize the industry through customized versions of Superhost and related front-

line training programs 

e) Encourage certification in one of the many occupational certification programs offered by 

the Newfoundland and Labrador Tourism Human Resource Council 

 Responsibility: Government of Nunatsiavut 

 

 

Action plans to achieve Objective #6 

To ultimately serve as a best practices model for touristic economic development in Canada’s 

north: 

a) Document everything that is done, and 

b) Whenever possible, take advantage of opportunities to exchange tourism development 

experiences with other destinations 

Responsibility: Tourism Nunatsiavut 
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11.0 The Ten Essentials of Successful Travel Products 

 
The Ten Essentials of Successful Travel Products serves as a tool in evaluating the appeal and 

effectiveness of travel experiences within a destination such as Nunatsiavut. The model works in 

evaluating both the macro level (i.e. Destination Nunatsiavut) and the micro level (i.e. each 

individual product or experience). If used objectively, the model has proven to be one of the 

most simple and most effective tools available in tourism product development and 

enhancement. 

 

Figure 3 

The Ten Essentials of Successful Travel Products 
Product: Nunatsiavut 

Essential Meets Exceeds Lacking 

Well-themed 
Experience matches 

 a distinguishing 
 theme or brand 

   

Authenticity 
Real versus contrived 

   
Emotional Trigger 

Experience causes an emotional 
reaction 

   

Accessibility 
Ease of access to product 

information, purchase, site location 
and mobility at the site 

   

Educational 
Experience provides 

 a unique learning opportunity 

   

Enriching 
Experience leaves the customer 

changed 

   

Entertaining 
Experience evokes joy, laughter, 

fun 

   

Hands-on 
Customer is a participant versus 

 a spectator 

   

Value-Added 
Experience has the element of 

surprise 

   

Exceed Expectations 
Experience ‘blows’ 
 the customer away 
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12.0  Situational Analysis 
 

A situational analysis was conducted to assist Tourism Nunatsiavut in understanding its position 

in the marketplace and in planning development and marketing initiatives. This analysis was 

undertaken in six parts: External and Internal Environmental Scans as well as the traditional 

four-part SWOT process (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,Threats). 

 

Environmental Scan – External  

• Travelers are more travel savvy, worldly, sophisticated and experienced 

• Travelers interested in Nunatsiavut are independent and adventurous 

• Travelers interested in Nunatsiavut demand quality 

• Travelers are interested in the assurance of graded facilities and certified guides 

• Travelers want more experiential/participative activities  

• Travelers want “on demand” access to information and bookings 

• Canada is generally experiencing a downturn in tourism visitation and spending, and 

• Downturn appears more pronounced in general touring markets versus niche products 

 

Environmental Scan – Internal  

• Steering Committee active, knowledgeable and highly enthusiastic 

• Establishment of new government helps set the stage for dramatic action and progress 

• Government appears keenly supportive of economic development as related to the 

tourism sector 

• New national park declaration helps set the stage for dramatic action and progress, and 

• Steering Committee conducting proper investigations into the possibilities ahead 

 

Strengths 

• Outstanding raw nature-based product 

• Pure, pristine, unscathed 

• Remoteness – toward elite experience 

• A clear palette upon which to paint 

• National park declaration 

• Other declared national historic sites – Hebron and OkKak) 

• Eager partner in Parks Canada and Canadian Heritage 

• Torngat centre of the Inuit spiritual world 

• Moravian connection and story 

• Watchable Wildlife, and 

• Highly unique cultural presentation 
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Weaknesses 

• Remoteness – toward cost 

• Human resource base requires more experience in the delivery of sophisticated tourism 

services and experiences 

• Capacity-building very embryonic 

• Newfoundland/Labrador tourism seems disengaged 

• Destination Labrador seems disengaged 

• Lack of infrastructure (roofed accommodation, foodservice, park facilities pending, 

marine facilities), and 

• Little or no existing legislative/regulatory environment 

 

Opportunities 

• Outstanding, cautious-conscientious leadership at play at the Government and Steering 

Committee levels 

• Pursuit of international heritage and eco-tourism designations 

• Endless possibilities for partnerships with public sector and corporate interests 

• Clean slate for legislative/regulatory development 

• Can establish Unique Selling Proposition (USP) around being the spiritual centre of the 

Inuit culture/beliefs 

• Can play on the world circum-polar stage – not as just another Newfoundland and 

Labrador experience, and 

• Fabulous best practices available for examination and adaptation (i.e. the Galapagos) 

 

Threats 

• Overall competitiveness and world economic conditions  

• Cost, time and access regarding human resource development 

• Challenge of transitioning local expertise/knowledge (nature, wildlife, culture) into 

purchasable commodities while maintaining integrity 

• Sustainability 

• Volunteerism has limits – need to resource people as soon as possible, and 

• Non-Inuit businesses must be monitored and controlled 
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13.0  The Research 
 

Tourism Nunatsiavut has undertaken research processes designed to ensure that product and 

marketing decisions taken during the course of destination and market development are valid, 

accurate and productive. Highlights of the research activity have included: 

• The engagement of recognized tourism professionals  

• Situational analyses  

• SWOT analyses 

• Competitive analyses 

• Best Practices analyses 

• Field research by Government of Nunatsiavut personnel 

• Application of Parks Canada knowledge and planning practices 

• Inventory of existing and potential tourism products 

• Experiential development consultations  

• Interface with tour operators and the travel trade  

• Assessment of 2006 and 2007 Base Camp operations at the Torngat Mountains National 

Park Preserve  

• Qualitative focus group sessions in Calgary, Alberta, Los Angeles, California and 

Frankfurt, Germany  

• Tourism Impact Benchmarking model, and 

• Tourism Nunatsiavut has expressed the intention to continue conducting research 

according to need on an ongoing basis. 

 

 

14.0  Visitor Types 

 

Based on the research conducted on behalf of Tourism Nunatsiavut by Refresh 

Market Research, four distinct adventure traveler archetypes were identified – only 

three of which are seen as representing potential tourist markets for Nunatsiavut: 

 The Adventurer  

 The Ascetic Contemplative, and  

 The Experiential Scholar.    

 

Below, these archetypes are listed in order of importance as a potential market for 

Nunatsiavut: 
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1.  The Adventurer – seen as intrepid, on-the-go, driven and moving-

forward, gutsy, not afraid to take risks, strong and direct, a supporter of 

adventure.  Ideal type of adventure vacation is one with a focus on action, 

hard core physical pursuits that push the limits outside their comfort zone.  

Relaxation is derived from strenuous physical activity; destinations that only 

offer sedentary pursuits hold very little interest. 

 Ideal type of adventure vacation – one with a focus on action  

 Ideal level of involvement – pushing the limits 

 Emotive hook – to find inner strength, to challenge oneself 

 

Adventure traveling is challenging yourself, going beyond what you think 

you can do; finding inner strength within yourself. 

 

2.  The Ascetic Contemplative – seen as disciplined, self-controlled, 

temperate who embraces solitary, enjoys Spartan, simple surroundings; these 

individuals are not driven by material need.  Introverted, insofar as this 

person derives energy from within; this traveler is a conservative explorer 

that seeks oneness or a spiritual connection with nature.  They are quiet, 

placid, peaceful and serene, in harmony with their surroundings.  They are 

cautious, prudent and judicious when it comes to adventure travel (risk-

averse). 

 Ideal type of adventure vacation – one with a focus on nature, serenity 

and solitude / natural setting 

 Ideal level of involvement – quiet, low key, soft adventure activities, 

with a lot of “alone” time 

 Emotive hook – to reconnect, escape, to find spiritual center, to 

cleanse oneself, vacation seen as a period of re-creation 

 

I like the wilderness, to escape all the people and get away from 

everything. 

 

I would not categorize it as an adventure vacation – I would categorize it 

as a relaxation or nature vacation. 

 

3.  The Experiential Scholar – this traveler is well-read, organized and tends 

to research the history, culture and attributes of their destination fully before 

visiting  Their motivation for adventure travel is all about learning, learning 
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through doing and experiencing.  The Experiential Scholar is looking for a 

vacation that is exotic, adventuresome without danger. 

 Ideal type of adventure vacation – one with a focus on immersive 

learning and experiencing  

 Ideal level of involvement – cultural integration 

 Emotive hook – to learn, to experience, to grow through exposure and 

knowledge 

 

The fourth type, described as The Hedonistic Traveler, likes to travel to 

exotic or novel locations, engage in low risk and low intensity activities, eat 

high quality food, stay in quality accommodations.  They are all about safety 

and comfort, satisfying their need to explore in a safe, secure and upscale 

environment.  The ideal adventure vacation for this group is one that is 

organized, and usually involves small group-based travel. 

 Ideal type of adventure vacation – upscale 

 Ideal level of involvement – safe, guided tours – low level of risk and 

intensity 

 Emotive hook – to appear adventuresome, youthful, to be the first 

(“bragging rights”) 

 

By observing the table below, it is easy to see the types of services, things 

and activities which drive the functional, identity and emotive attitudes of 

each of these four traveler segments: 

 

 The Adventurer The Ascetic 

Contemplator 

The 

Experiential 

Scholar 

The 

Hedonistic 

Traveler 

Functional 

Needs 

Tents/rustic lodges (back 

to basics); high intensity 

activities (kayaking, 

mountain climbing, 

paragliding) requiring 

greater than average 

skill; high risk (i.e., wild 

animal encounters, 

inclement weather, 

sickness, etc.) 

 

Rustic lodges/eco-

lodges; low 

intensity activities 

(hiking, nature 

watching, 

meditation, 

massage, etc).; low 

risk 

Rustic 

lodges/eco-

lodges/homestays; 

activities that 

involve learning 

and knowledge 

attainment; low 

risk 

Upscale, 

comfortable 

accommodations; 

group-based 

activities; high 

quality food; low 

risk and intensity 

activities (hiking; 

walking, nature 

viewing, etc.) 
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Identity 

Needs 

Youthful, energetic, 

stimulated, enthusiastic 

Quiet, calm, placid, 

peaceful, self-

possessed 

Intellectual, 

cerebral, bookish, 

thoughtful 

Affluent, well-

heeled, but also 

down to earth 

 

Emotive 

Needs 

To feel energized by 

pushing the physical 

envelope 

To feel at one with 

nature; a spiritual 

awakening or 

rebirth; to escape 

To feel informed, 

smart and 

knowledgeable; to 

feel engaged with 

other cultures 

To feel important 

among peers; to 

be perceived as 

an “adventurer” 

 

 

 
 

 

 

15.0 The Competition 
 

There is no real or perceived competitor to Tourism Nunatsiavut within Atlantic Canada. No 

other place in Atlantic Canada offers the magnitude of drama and excitement of Nunatsiavut. Its 

natural and cultural attributes are wholly unique to the region. Rather, the competitive field exists 

in other circum-polar destinations in Canada and abroad (i.e. the well-established destinations of 

Galapagos and the Norwegian Fjords. The competition therefore presents itself on a global 

versus regionalized scale, demanding a highly sophisticated, professionally delivered product. 

 

 

16.0  Natural Partnerships 
 

Nunatsiavut can only progress as a travel destination with the aid and cooperation of a wide 

range of partnership interests. The initial phases of Nunatsiavut’s foray into the tourism sector 

has revealed the emergence of a first tier of natural partnerships. Nunatsiavut’s natural 

partnerships are those which have functioned on a highly cooperative all-for-one, one-for-all 

basis, responding consistently to need without the stereotypical layers of bureaucracy which are 

so evident in many like partnerships. The emerging tier one natural partners, together with their 

primary respective roles, have included: 

• Tourism Nunatsiavut – grass roots involvement and input 

• The Government of Nunatsiavut – ongoing policy development; sourcing of human and 

financial resources 

• Parks Canada – ongoing policy development; sourcing of expertise and financial 

resources 

• Canadian Heritage – sourcing of expertise and financial resource, and  

• The Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency/Tourism Atlantic – sourcing of expertise and 

financial resources 
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The contributions and value of the tier one partners should be secured. The best ways in which to 

achieve security and continuity include: 

1. Joint signing of an MOU in support of this strategic plan 

2. Finalizing the Terms of Reference of Tourism Nunatsiavut as a destination organization, 

naming each of the foregoing as permanent members of same, and 

3. Finalizing the Terms of Reference of Tourism Nunatsiavut as a destination organization, 

naming each of the community-based interests as permanent members of same 

 

Of course other partners emerge as critical to the success of Nunatsiavut as a travel destination. 

These partners and their probable roles, include: 

• Indian and North Affairs Canada – sourcing of financial resources 

• Aboriginal Tourism Canada – sourcing of financial resources 

• Aboriginal Business Canada – sourcing of financial resources 

• Ulnooweg – sourcing of financial resources 

• The Newfoundland and Labrador Cruise Association – facilitation of port readiness and 

market development 

• The Gros Morne Institute of Sustainable Tourism – sustainability and leadership 

development 

• Service Canada – training and human resource financial resources 

• Tourism Newfoundland and Labrador – research, product and market development 

assistance 

• Destination Labrador – Cruise, winter product and outfitter development assistance 

• Hospitality Newfoundland and Labrador – advocacy, technology and human resource 

development assistance 

• The Canadian Tourism Commission – advocacy, expertise and market development 

assistance 

• The Bouctouche Sustainable Tourism Communities Program – development of 

sustainable tourism communities, and 

• Bona Vista Institute of Cultural Tourism (programs pending) 

Over time, one or more of these other partners can emerge as tier one natural partners, subject to 

the level and degree of continuity and commitment exhibited toward Nunatsiavut as a travel 

destination. 

 

 

17.0 Potential Corporate Partnerships 
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Although attracting corporate sponsorship and direct investment is a highly competitive frontier, 

Tourism Nunatsiavut is confident that much can be offered to certain corporations having an 

automatic interest in the growth and development of tourism in the territory. Examples include: 

• VBNC/Inco 

• Aurora Energy 

• Fronteer 

• Altius 

• Crosshair 

• Silverspruce 

• Air Labrador 

• Canadian Helicopter 

• Provincial Airlines 

• Other TBD 

 

 

18.0 The Product and The Experience 
 

In keeping with the principles of the Research/Product/Marketing Continuum, the over-riding 

fact of this strategy is that it is research and product driven. The inventory of existing and 

potential tourism products/experiences are found in Appendix A. As described in the inventory, 

there is much work to be done in shaping a destination that, while it must remain as natural and 

holistic as possible, must also come to terms with the need for consumer comforts and quality 

services and facilities.  

 
18.1 The Five Stepping Stones  

 

During the strategic planning process of 2006, Tourism Nunatsiavut envisioned that one 

strategic approach to describing the five primary communities of Nunatsiavut involved 

the concept of suggesting ‘five stepping stones’ which would reach across the territory 

and toward the Torngat Mountains National Park Preserve. The Stepping Stones idea has 

emerged as key aspect of the strategy. Following on this strategic idea, a series of 

Stepping Stones Workshops were facilitated in the Summer of 2007 by Celes Davar of 

Earth Rhythms (a learning adventure company located in Riding Mountain National Park, 

Manitoba) with the assistance and cooperation of Kristy Sheppard, Director of Tourism, 

Government of Nunatsiavut and Anne Marceau of Parks Canada. The purpose of the 

workshops was to help the people of Nunatsiavut to envision what experiential tourism 

products may be possible to create for their potential future guests.  

 

Each of the five communities of Nunaatsiavut are represented in the following summary 

reviews of Mr. Davar’s experiential workshops. 

 

http://www.earthrhythms.ca/
http://www.earthrhythms.ca/
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Experience Rigolet 
  

Perched at the entrance to the Mealy Mountains, Hamilton Inlet and Lake Melville is the 

community of Rigolet, where daily displays of minke whales, stearins (terns) and the 

movements of local fishers is routine.   

  

Rigolet offers an opportunity to meet artists, crafters, and people who bring a love of 

living “on the edge”.   On June 24th, Cruise North Expeditions (the Russian-registered 

ship Lyubov Orlova), stopped in Rigolet.  Passengers experienced local cuisine - duck 

soup, fish cakes, caribou roast, flummies, and redberry/bakeapple jams.  Following the 

meal, the heart and soul of  Rigolet was shared through the uniquely local traditions of 

the Aiviktok drum dancers, and local crafts.   

  

While in Rigolet, Sarah Baikie introduced participants to her world of grass-sewing. 

Walking down to the community boardwalk, people touched and smelled the grasses that 

she picks in October after the grasses have cured.  Among many other local plants 

identified by Park’s Canada’s Anne Marceau, these “sewing grasses” are one of the most 

unique art forms in Nunatsiavut.   

  

This is a land and water scape filled with the beauty of hand-built wooden boats, a 

harbour rich with sea life and perhaps the best viewing of minke whales all summer long. 

 This is the entrance to Upper Lake Melville - summer and winter, offering  a great 

diversity of cultural traditions and nature-based experiences. 

  

Experience Postville     
  

Many participants in the Postville workshop visited the salmon conservation project and 

tasted lovage for the first time.  The touring vessel, The Northern Ranger, was in port.   A 

passionate discussion with local students, several teachers, the local AngajukKak Keith 

Decker, local artists and craftspeople, and others was helpful in clarifying some further 

community investments, strategies, and ideas for economic development and experiential 

tourism. 

  

One of the many benefits for the residents of Postville beginning to create sustainable 

tourism experiences that demonstrate the best of their community arts, conservation, and 

history is that they will be in control of how tourism develops.  Postville as a community 

will be well-positioned to offer new opportunities for its artists, residents, and students 

that are already discovering ways to travel to, and experience Nunatsiavut.  If the mines 

and industry associated with uranium exploration bring new people, Postville will be 

ready.  The Nunatsiavut government has recognized the importance of self-governance 

and investing in and empowering people of Nunatsiavut to take hold of their future. 

Sustainability and environmental protection will be key values underlying all economic 

development. 

  

There are many opportunities for Postville to succeed in creating tourism experiences that 

do not cause local residents lose what Jamie Jacque demonstrated with a wave of his 
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hand one evening on a trip up to their salmon net......the quiet, grand view of the bay, the 

forests stepping down to the salt water edge, and a stillness of immense beauty that is 

only possible by retaining a waterfront and water and land experiences that are small-

scale and sustainable, providing high yield experiences for niche markets.  

  

Experience Makkovik 

  

To experience Makkovik is to experience the closest community that extends out into the 

Labrador Sea.  On arrival, an iceberg was grounded in the harbour, while out to sea about 

18 km, one could see many, many icebergs floating along.  The temperature is noticeably 

cooler than any of the other communities as a result of its protrusion into the Labrador 

Sea. A strong resilience in its residents and community spirit is evident.  The local fish 

plant was humming along - processing crab with over 60 people visibly employed in a 

fast-moving production line.  Three crab boats were into the harbour, but under night and 

morning-fall, they had already slipped harbour. 

  

Staying at the Adlavik Inn, participants were treated to the very tasty food stylings of 

Lori Edmunds who prepared fresh Atlantic Salmon to a perfect tenderness.  Randy’s 

humour, passion for Nunatsiavut, and his love of boats was easily felt.  

  

The workshop was inspiring because of those who turned out - from youth, to liaison 

officer, to volunteers, to craftspeople and business owners – everyone learned much 

together.  As one participant shared at the end of the workshop, “...this workshop excited 

me; there are all kinds of opportunities; everybody is thinking the same thing; we have to 

take responsibility for our and our kids’ futures to sustain our communities; it’s hands-on; 

and made me appreciate things I don’t normally notice ‘cause I live here...” 

  

 

Together, the participants crafted a 3-4 hour crabbing experience (the only location along 

the coast where this could be offered) including access to people in the crab plant, a taste 

of crab, and co-locating this from the museum.  In addition, there was an examination 

concerning how to turn the craft centre into a business development model, generating 

new revenues through a variety of programs, workshops, and other business tactics.   

  

With Emma Broomfield’s elder wisdom and Andrea Andersen’s youthful optimism, and 

with John Andersen’s caring and practical eye, the richness of Makkovik became clear 

and evident.  Participants were left inspired by the Poet’s Trail in the Moravian Woods, 

the White Elephant Museum, and the many new possibilities for the Makkovik Craft 

Centre. 

 

Experience Hopedale 

  

Here, in the very heart of Nunatsiavut, lies the coastal community of Hopedale where a 

multitude of islands are immersed in magical blue waters.  The delicate flavours of Arctic 

Char, brook trout, and Atlantic Salmon are part of the local diet.  Human senses are alive 

from the moment of coming ashore - salt water with the tide in;  a local smokehouse with 

http://www.ourlabrador.ca/member.php?id=4
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cool, blue smoke curling out from the blackberry (crowberry) sod with racks of Arctic 

char slowly drying; Labradorite tiles with tantalizing blue crystals being produced at the 

local stone cutting and polishing plant; a masked local carver grinding serpentine or 

soapstone into a delicate sculpture.   

  

The striking white and green-trimmed Moravian museum national historic site buildings   

display a number of very unique items including a kayak, various authentic aboriginal 

bone tools and many historic items.  The acoustics in the church are amazing.  The local 

choir and brass band must just overwhelm everyone in attendance at the church services. 

The harbour, like so many coastal communities shelters the deep water wharf for the 

summer arrival of The Northern Ranger as well as one end of the runway where Innu 

Mikun and Air Labrador operate regularly scheduled daily air flights. 

 

Experience Nain 

  

Along the northern edge of Nunatsiavut is the coastal community of Nain, where the 

summer visits of cruise ships and coastal freighters bring guests, food and supplies.   This 

is a stepping out location to access the new Torngat Mountains National Park Preserve. 

Within this community are found carvers, artists, a community of 1,300 people including 

inspired youth, a vibrant feeling of life, and a realization that people in Nain walk and 

“quad” the fine line between older cultural traditions and the new realities provided by 

web and Internet services. 

 

Introducing a Tourism Theme – One Example 

  

When creating tourism experiences within a destination, it is sometimes helpful to link 

them together within a theme. The theme can become a unifying way to provide visitors 

with unique ways of experiencing the theme. The Moravian experience in Labrador is a 

part of the history of European encounters with the Inuit of Labrador.  There are many 

locations along the coast of Nunatsiavut where the Moravian story is evident and 

commemorated.  From the White Elephant Museum in Makkovik to the Moravian 

national historic sites in Hopedale and Hebron to the many books and photographs about 

Moravians in Labrador, this is a story rich in Inuit-Moravian interaction and community 

relations. 

  

A visitor’s trip up the north coast in Nunatsiavut is a lesson in Canadian history, culture, 

and ecology.  This richness exists in its geology, isolation, and the pride of local Inuit and 

settler peoples and their traditions.  Other unique encounters and history are also richly 

storied and available to explore.  One of these is the history of the Moravian missions and 

the immigrant peoples who lived and engaged with local people over many decades. This 

history is present in architecture, detailed journals, local museums, and many 

photographs.   

  

There are several excellent resources available that document this theme.  The following 

are a list of some of them: 

  

http://www.pc.gc.ca/voyage-travel/pv-vp/itm1-/page16_e.asp
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James Anderson - Over 50 Years of Taking Pictures (A film by David Igloliorte and 

Rhonda Buckley in DVD).  A fifth generation Andersen from Makkovik, James 

documented the community of Makkovik during the time of the Moravians from the 

1940’s onwards. 

  

The White Elephant Museum 

  

The Moravian Museum National Historic Site 

  

Hebron National Historic Site. 

 

  

18.2 Torngat Mountains National Park Preserve Base Camp 

 

In 2006 and 2007, Parks Canada operated a summer base camp at two different locations 

on Saglek Bay, the second operation being staged at Kangidluasuk. It is acknowledged 

that there were many successes and lessons learned from both years of operation. Parks 

Canada management recognizes that it must explore avenues toward improving the base 

camp in serving the needs of a number of user groups, including: 

• Inuit 

• Parks Canada personnel 

• Academia 

• Tourists, and  

• Transients 

 

It is generally believed that any future base camp operation must be of a more semi-

permanent nature, involving considerations toward: 

• Sense of Place 

• Safety 

• Systems 

• Service 

• Sharing 

• Storytelling 

• Sensory Experience 

• Satellites, and 

• Sustainability 

 

 

18.3 Mobilization 
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Strategies are necessary in building quality travel destinations. However, it has also 

become clear over time that building products and experiences requires public sector 

influence over the direction a destination takes, over the types of products which are to 

emerge and in assisting those entrepreneurs and community leaders who are going to 

make it all happen. These requirements bring into play the need to mobilize action from 

the public sector out into the community, with the greatest effort to be placed on product 

and experiential development. Tourism Nunatsiavut will need to ensure that talented, 

skilled and informed people lead the mobilization effort, placing an onus on the 

Government of Nunatsiavut to make stable human resource commitments to the tourism 

sector. 

 

 

18.4 GMIST  

 

The Gros Morne Institute of Sustainable Tourism (GMIST) has been identified as a 

principle partner toward the shaping of talent and skilled individuals for the Nunatsiavut 

tourism sector. GMIST’S ‘Edge of the Wedge’ and future greening programs will need to 

continue attracting entrepreneurs and leaders from the communities of Nunatsiavut. 

 

 

18.5 Best Practices Missions 

 

Beyond the lessons of GMIST there is an endless array of tourism best practices, many of 

which have direct relevance to Nunatsiavut. Tourism Nunatsiavut will ensure that its 

entrepreneurs and leaders are exposed to the widest range of tourism best practices in 

such areas as fixed roof accommodations, foodservice, experiential development, 

transportation, culture and heritage and others to be identified. 

 

19.0  Marketing 
 

Stage one in the marketing equation is knowing ‘who is the customer?’ In consultation with 

Refresh Market Research of Halifax, a profile has been created exhibiting the background and 

characteristics of the primary customer likely to be interested in traveling to Nunatsiavut: 

• Between 30 and 65 years of age 

• High annual household income of between $70K and $200K plus (US/CA) and €30K and 

€139K plus 

• Employed in white collar professions or retired from white collar professions 

• College / university graduates / post-graduates 

• Single or married with or without children under the age of 18 living in the home 

• Have taken at least 2 adventure vacations in the past 2 years of 2 or more night’s duration 

anywhere 

• Would consider taking an adventure vacation in Canada in the next 2 years, and 

• Reads at least one outdoor or nature-related publication a year 
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Spring-boarding from this profile, focus groups were conducted in Calgary, Los Angeles and 

Frankfurt. This was in pursuit of qualitative consumer reactions to the positioning, brand 

propositions and imagery proposed for building the destination’s lure.  

 

From the results of the focus groups, a detailed marketing strategy must be formulated. In 

consideration of Nunatsiavut’s resources and the rigour of the travel sector competitiveness 

frontier, it is believed that this strategy will be based on a few key principles: 

• Leveraging reach to the right consumers through partnerships with travel trade, tour 

operator, public sector (i.e. the Canadian Tourism Commission and Tourism 

Newfoundland and Labrador) and travel media influencers; 

• The extensive use of web-based communications and marketing; and 

• Execution of Tourism Nunatsiavut’s own trademark printed collateral and promotional 

concepts. 

 

These principles reflect the fact that there can never be a mass influx of visitors to the territory. 

This is an advantage in that normal consumer advertising, for example, is highly unlikely to 

emerge as a desire or as an option or worry for Tourism Nunatsiavut. Partnership travel 

influencers will likely play the role of communicating directly with consumers versus Tourism 

Nunatsiavut as a destination organization in and of itself – however there will always be a finite 

limit on how many people can be accommodated as visitors and under what strict conditions. 

These market limitations bode well for the premise of sustainability. 

 

 

 

 

20.0 Investment and Resource Requirements 
 

Human Resources 

 

A modern destination organization (of which the Government of Nunatsiavut’s tourism division 

is destined to be one) can only be as effective as the quality and talent of its staff complement. 

Tourism Nunatsiavut has identified the key positions, not including support staff, required to 

make the organization effective: 

• Director of Tourism (established) 

• Product Development Specialist (pending) 

• Industry Human Resource Development Specialist (pending)  

• Marketing and Travel Trade Specialist (pending) 

• Support Staff (pending), and 

• Other to be identified according to need 

 

Investment and Access To Capital Programs 
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• Government of Nunatsiavut (To be identified and determined) 

• Parks Canada (To be identified and determined) 

• Other Fed/Prov Public Sector (i.e. the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency, Service 

Canada, Aboriginal Business Canada, etc.) 

• The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador (To be identified and determined), and 

• Private sector (To be identified and determined) 

 

 

21.0 Measuring Tourism Sector Performance 
 

Baker Consulting Inc., through Forerunner Creative and Tourism Strategies Inc., was retained by 

Tourism Nunatsiavut and the Government of Nunatsiavut to prepare a paper that identified and 

discussed different possible measures of tourism impact. 

 

The tourism impact measures agreed upon for examination were: 

1. number of visitors 

2. visitor characteristics 

3. visitor travel patterns 

4. accommodations occupancy characteristics 

5. number of tourism businesses 

6. tourism business characteristics 

7. tourism revenues 

8. tax revenues 

9. tourism employment and employment characteristics 

10. air service characteristics 

11. return on investment (government tourism promotion expenditures), and 

12. economic impact 

 

The detailed Baker Consulting Inc. report provides discussion from the perspective of thirteen 

factors: 

1. Audience for Results 

2. Information Required 

3. Information Sources 

4. Method(s) for Collecting Information 

5. Sampling 
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6. Information Collection Procedures 

7. Data Quality Issues 

8. Schedule 

9. Analysis Procedures 

10. Interpretation Procedures and Criteria 

11. Implementation 

12. Order of Magnitude Estimate of Cost, and 

13. Other Considerations 

 

The measures themselves and the different methodological approaches possible reflect a 

considerable variance in the resources that would be required. However, as will be seen in the 

discussion, a number of different measures could be established through one primary data 

collection method, which would significantly improve cost efficiencies and value-for-money. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While a number of tourism impact metrics have been discussed, there are essentially only four 

sources from which to gather the data. These four sources are shown below along with the most 

likely methodology for collecting data: 

1. passenger carriers (carrier supplied data) 

2. the tourism business population in general (tourism operator survey) 

3. accommodation operators specifically (occupancy reporting), and 

4. visitors themselves (visitor survey) 

 

Number one, passenger data from the carriers, would be an obvious first choice because it's easy 

to implement and makes for a good starting point in terms of overall traffic. The true value of the 

data will ultimately depend on the cooperation of the carriers themselves and how much 

segmented data they can provided as opposed to simply aggregate numbers. 

 

Number two, a tourism operator survey, is very do-able at low cost because the industry is small. 

At the same time, an initial “first edition” industry report would be a useful baseline, not only for 

planning, but as something to compare future surveys against.   

 

Number three, occupancy reporting, is straightforward and would be very useful information, 

especially if visitor origin can be captured, but since there are only a handful of accommodation 
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operators, there is the potential for data accuracy challenges unless there is 100% participation 

on a regular basis. 

 

Number four, visitor surveying, is the most difficult to implement and very expensive. At this 

point in time, it is unlikely that the value of this type of research would justify the cost given the 

small number of non-cruise ship tourists visiting Nunatisavut. It is notable that Nunavut, created 

in 1999, only did their first visitor survey in 2006. 
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Appendix A 

 

Inventory of Existing and Potential Tourism Assets 
 

Executive Summary 

 

An important task  identified iduring the strategic planning process has been the completion of a 

thorough inventory of existing and potential tourism assets within the territory. Through a 

competitive request for proposals process, Baker Consulting Inc. was awarded the contract to 

complete the inventory work. 

 

The stated goals and objectives for this project were as follows: 

• “To create an understanding of the current levels, types, variety and state of tourism 

products and services within Nunatsiavut.” 

• “To create an understanding of the potential of additional tourism products and services 

within Nunatsiavut.” 

• “To identify the gaps and capacity-building requirements between the current and 

potential inventories of products and services.” 

 

The approach taken for the inventory analysis was to segment Nunatsiavut into six regions: 1. 

Torngat Mountains National Park Reserve; 2. Nain; 3. Hopedale; 4. Postville; 5. Makkovik; and 

6. Rigolet. The methodology utilized for the project included: 

• Internet desk research covering specific tourism guides and websites as well as search 

engine scanning involving combinations of words and phrases 

• site visits to five communities (Nain, Hopedale, Makkovik, Postville, Rigolet) involving 

observation and key informant interviews 

• synthesis and analysis, and 

• the authoring of a written report 

 

Nunatsiavut’s tourism assets can be characterized as belonging to three theme areas: 

1. land-and water-based physiography 

2. human heritage and culture, and 

3. communities 

and the territory is clearly a destination that would appeal to wilderness enthusiasts and 

naturalists. In terms of unique selling propositions (USPs) the Torngat Mountain region can be 

considered a primary visitation motivator in that the attributes of the region can, by themselves, 

motivate travel to the territory. While the ruggedness of the region will likely limit tourism 
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visitations to the area itself, the Torngat Mountains could strategically become a wilderness icon 

and image that could positively influence decisions to visit other parts of Nunatsiavut. 

  

The natural attributes throughout the remainder of the territory are impressive. However, they 

must be considered as being competitively comparable with any number of other wilderness 

destinations. As such, the physiography of the territory outside the Torngat region would be 

considered a secondary visitation motivator in that these natural assets must be combined with 

other assets to successfully motivate a decision to visit among prospective tourists. 

 

Nunatsiavut’s human heritage and culture spans pre-Inuit, Inuit, the European influence – church 

and trade – the Cold War and current coastal community lifestyles. The territory’s human 

heritage and culture is both unique and diverse. As such, it is likely that heritage- and culture-

based tourism assets can be marketed as both primary and secondary visitation motivators. From 

the primary visitation motivation perspective, the territory would be leveraging unique 

experiences which cannot be found elsewhere. These unique experiences would largely be 

focused on Inuit spirituality and the settlement of individual communities along the coast of 

northern Labrador. 

 

The territory’s communities are characterized by the differences between each community. 

These differences encompass different histories, different landscapes, different wildlife and 

different ways of life. What this suggests is that the potential exists to create a rewarding and 

memorable experiential cluster of activities for each community with minimal duplication. With 

this positioning, each community becomes a destination in and of itself for visitors…let us tell 

you our story. Packaged as a multi-community travel experience, Nunatsiavut’s coastal 

communities have the potential to be a primary visitation motivator. 

 

Nunatsiavut’s tourism assets are largely undeveloped and this can be seen as a competitive 

advantage in that this is a setting that today’s wilderness and explorer tourists desire. As such, it 

is unlikely that the need exists for investments in extensive “bricks and mortar” infrastructure. 

From a strategic perspective, the report describes a natural, eco-museum-like approach to 

experiences and interpretation that could conceivably be utilized to engage community residents 

in the research, development and delivery of the many entertaining, engaging and informative 

natural heritage, human heritage and cultural stories that can be told. Ultimately, entertaining, 

engaging and informative storytelling by guides and the community at large becomes the 

primary interpretive tool. 

 

Nunatsiavut clearly has tourism assets that appeal to a popular subset of the tourism industry that 

is experiencing steady growth in participation. This subset is referred to by a variety of names 

that include: adventure tourism; outdoor tourism; wilderness tourism, ecotourism and cultural 

tourism.  
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In examining the territory’s assets and tourism trends, nine primary experiential opportunities 

were identified for consideration by the steering committee. The focus of these recommendations 

is on opportunities that: 

• leverage unique selling propositions (USPs) 

• are in-line with tourism trends 

• appeal to broader target audiences wherever possible 

• are focused on high value-added experiences that support premium pricing, and 

• retain tourism expenditures in Nunatsiavut  

 

The experiences, in no specific order or priority are: 

 
 Experience Overview Skill Level Physical 

Level 

1 
Extreme coastal 
snowmobiling 

 Multi-day guided excursion Intermediate/Advanced Moderate 

2 
Polar bear sport 
hunting 

 Multi-day guided excursion 

 Snowmobiles or possibly dog sleds 

Intermediate to Expert Moderate/High 

3 

Multi-community 
touring 

 Multi-day guided excursion 

 Land- 
and/or water-based nature and heritage interpretive day trips 

 Community-based nature, heritage and culture interpretive 
activities 

Novice/Intermediate Mild 

4 

Community-
based learning 
and discovery 

 Multi-day specialized learning and discovery package 

 Specialized speakers 

 Single community 

 Focus on single interest area…land, wildlife, culture, political 
history 

 Light ½-day excursions 

 Community-based recreation/enter- tainment cultural activities   

Novice to Advanced 
Amateur 

Mild 

5 

Torngat treks  Multi-day guided excursion 

 Can be day trips from base camp or point-to-point trekking 

 Land- and/or water-based activities 

Novice/Advanced Moderate/High 

6 

In-field learning 
and discovery 

 Multi-day specialized learning and discovery package 

 Specialized activity such as archaeological site excavation 

 Work under supervision of archaeological experts 

Novice to Advanced 
Amateur 

Mild/Moderate 

7 

Destination 
lodge 

 Multi-day secluded wilderness lodge experience 

 Land- 
and/or water-based nature and heritage interpretive day trips 

 Lodge-based subject lectures/discussions 

Novice/Intermediate Mild 

8 

Coastline water 
tour 

 Multi-day guided boat touring excursion 

 Land- and water-based nature and heritage interpretive day trips 

 Overnight onshore or on-boat depending on type of vessel 
 
 
 
 
 

Novice/Intermediate Moderate 

9 

Trail experience  Multi-day point-to-point trek 

 Guided or self-directed 

 Develop a trail over a geographic area that encompasses 
memorable land and water vistas, nature and historical land use 

 GPS could be used with supplied literature to interpret along the 
way 

 Basic overnight campsites could be constructed (shelter, picnic 
table, bench seating, fire pit, bear-proof food cache, etc.)  

Novice to Advanced Moderate 
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With respect to market readiness, seven critical issues were identified that could materially 

hinder the successful development of a tourism industry in Nunatsiavut: 

 

1. Tour Packaging, Marketing and Operations 

Tourism in Nunatsiavut is suited to all-inclusive packaged tours. However, the territory is not 

market ready in terms of global-level expertise and resources to develop, market and manage 

Nunatsiavut-based tour packages. 

 

To address this situation, a practical strategic approach may be to partner with an established tour 

operator outside the territory to create a Nunatsiavut tour operator entity, creating opportunities 

to build territory-based expertise through knowledge transfer and hands-on experience. This 

Nunatsiavut tour operator entity would work with and contract Nunatsiavut-based service 

providers (guides, transportation, accommodations, food and beverage, etc.) to deliver package 

tour services.     

 

2. Air Access 

Air transport will be the primary way that visitors will access Nunatsiavut. Today’s travelers 

want to fly conveniently with quick and convenient connections to their final destination. Air 

access affordability and availability plays a critical role in Nunatsiavut’s ability to grow tourism, 

but the territory is at a competitive disadvantage. Packaging, partnerships, air carrier marketing 

support and encouraging the growth of regional small carrier service are four strategic 

approaches being utilized in other jurisdictions.    

 

3. Accommodations 

There is a significant, and problematic, variance in accommodation offerings between 

communities in Nunatsiavut. While it is unlikely that accommodations would be a material 

decision-to-come factor among the segment of tourist that Nunatsiavut would be targeting, the 

accommodations offering gap and the fit-up and amenities at most properties would be, in all 

likelihood, unacceptable to a majority of prospective tourists. 

 

Modernizing the accommodation product to satisfy a tourist will be a challenge because tourism 

has essentially no economic impact at present for accommodation properties in the territory. 

Change may be driven by new competition with fresh product catering to the dominant 

commercial market, or by industry response to more modern properties who can achieve 

occupancy growth through tourism. 

 

4. Service Skills and Standards 

Demonstrated competencies in areas such as guiding will be important in establishing credibility 

and creating confidence among both consumers and the travel trade. As such the guiding service 

sector must attain significantly higher levels of meaningful certification. Strategies to achieve 

this may include off-season, community-based training. 

 

A subset of the guide training would be the strengthening of employee orientation, training and 

accreditation programming as it relates to sharing natural and human heritage understanding with 

visitors.  
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With respect to other service areas such as accommodations and food and beverage, a positive 

attitude and friendly service can significantly enhance a visitor’s experience and offset in a 

meaningful way some service delivery weaknesses. However, to consistently meet tourist 

expectations, marketplace positioning and the appropriate service levels required must be known, 

understood and met. This could be achieved by partnering with a qualified, global-level tour 

company and working with individual tourism operators to better understand what is required to 

meet, and exceed, customer expectations.   

 

5. Risk and Liability Management 

As with service, it must be demonstrated that minimum standards of risk and liability 

management are being met in order to establish credibility and create confidence among travel 

buyers and destination decision influencers. This would be accomplished through guide 

certification, water craft operation certification, water craft inspections and the purchase of 

acceptable levels of liability insurance coverage. 

 

Strategically, increases in the number of certification holders can be accomplished through the 

provision of local training. Obtaining liability insurance coverage and minimizing the cost of 

premiums is problematic, but can partly be mitigated through demonstrated risk management 

training and ability. Partnering with other jurisdictions for group insurance is a possibility and 

Tourism Nunatsiavut must be actively represented at the national level in championing a national 

liability insurance program for outdoor/adventure tourism. 

 

6. Tourism Asset Preservation  

Nunatsiavut presently lacks resource management practices to protect and preserve 

archaeological sites from potential site impact associated with general tourist visitations. This 

would include the removal of artefacts and/or unintentional damage to sites.   

 

Visitor education, monitoring and access control (i.e., guided escorts) are strategic 

considerations. 

 

 

1.0 Background and Purpose 

 

One of the outstanding identified tasks required is the completion of a thorough inventory of 

existing and potential tourism assets within the territory of Nunatsiavut. Through a competitive 

request for proposals process, Baker Consulting Inc. was awarded the contract to complete the 

inventory work. 

 

The stated goals and objectives for this project are as follows: 

• “To create an understanding of the current levels, types, variety and state of tourism 

products and services within Nunatsiavut.” 

• “To create an understanding of the potential of additional tourism products and services 

within Nunatsiavut.” 
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• “To identify the gaps and capacity-building requirements between the current and 

potential inventories of products and services.” 

 

The methodology utilized for the project included: 

• Internet desk research covering specific tourism guides and websites as well as search 

engine scanning involving combinations of words and phrases 

• site visits to five communities (Nain, Hopedale, Makkovik, Postville, Rigolet) involving 

observation and key informant interviews 

• synthesis and analysis, and 

• the authoring of a written report 
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2.0 Tourism Purchase Channels and Current Situation 

 

For the purpose of tourism strategic planning and product development, it is worthwhile 

understanding how consumers are presently purchasing their Nunatsiavut tourism services and 

experiences and where the potential lies. Exhibit 1 below illustrates a typical tourism purchase 

channel model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A consumer typically has the choice of two primary purchase pathways, independent direct (#1) 

and packaged travel (#2). Independent direct tourists are also known by other terms such as 

independent travelers (IT), free independent travelers (FIT) or fully independent travelers (FIT). 

This type of traveler does not purchase travel packages, making their own travel and experiential 

arrangements instead. And they typically do not pay for any destination services or experiences 

prior to arrival. At their destination, they do not travel as part of a tour group and organize their 

own itineraries. 

 

Exhibit 1 
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It is believed that historically there are negligible independent direct tourists visiting 

Nunatsiavut. Due to the territory’s remoteness and the type of attractions and experiences 

available, it is unlikely that this situation will change. 

 

The other primary purchase pathway is packaged travel. Packaged travel can be defined as a trip 

arranged and sold by a travel professional that includes at least two travel elements, such as 

transportation and accommodations. Packaged travel is pre-paid and while custom planned 

packaged travel is not uncommon, the vast majority of travel packages are set, pre-planned 

itineraries planned, organized and marketed by a tour operator. 

 

A travel package could involve independent or guided travel (#4). In the case of independent 

travel, the traveler follows a pre-arranged itinerary independently. As the name suggests, guided 

travel involves the use of a guide with guided travel most frequently being associated with group 

tours. Guides may be either residents of the destination or non-residents.  

 

Tour operators may be located “in-region” or “out-of-region” with respect to the destination and 

the delivery of a travel package. In the case of Nunatsiavut, there are no well-established tour 

operators in the territory. As a result, Nunatsiavut-based tour packages are created, sold and 

delivered by out-of-region tour operators. One example would be Montreal-based Cruise North 

who organizes and markets a cruise ship package that includes cruising the Nunatsiavut coastline 

and stopping at several Nunatsiavut communities.      

 

Consumers have a few options with respect to purchasing a travel package (#3). In some cases, 

the package can be purchased directly from the tour operator. Another scenario is where the tour 

operator markets its travel package through a travel wholesaler. The wholesaler may sell the 

package direct to the consumer or they may wholesale the package to travel agents for re-sale to 

consumers. A third scenario is where the tour operator wholesales a travel package directly to 

travel agents who then re-sell the package to consumers. 

 

As the dotted line in the illustration shows, tourism visitations in Nunatsiavut are predominantly 

linked to guided tours run by out-of-region tour operators, with group tour cruise ship packages 

accounting for the majority of the territory’s tourists. What is notable about this situation is that 

it likely generates the smallest tourism-related economic impact for Nunatsiavut. This is due to 

several factors: the ships are outfitted out-of-region and rarely re-supply in-region; support staff 

is predominantly non-resident; accommodations are on-board; the vast majority of the food and 

beverage is consumed on-board; there are few fee-based on-shore attractions or activities; and 

company profits are retained out-of-region.  

 

While Nunatsiavut does benefit from some tour operator expenditures for on-shore interpretive 

services, and cruise ship passengers purchase some locally produced crafts, the value of these 

expenditures is very small relative to the revenue generated from the sale of tour packages. 

 

The situation is not much different for the few land-based packaged tours of Nunatsiavut. These 

tours are multi-day, backcountry trekking experiences. While the economy benefits from some 

community-based pre- and post-trip expenditures, the majority of the trip is low expenditure 

camping with equipment, food supplies and guide typically being from out-of-region.     
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Strategically, the economic impact associated with tourism-related activity in Nunatsiavut will be 

maximized with multi-day tourism experiences where travelers stay in fixed-roof 

accommodations and pay for value-added services and activities delivered by residents of 

Nunatsiavut with assets owned and operated in Nunatsiavut. This model is a good fit with guided 

packaged travel and, to further maximize economic impact, tour operators would be owned and 

operated by residents of Nunatsiavut. 

 

 

3.0 Current Tourism Product Inventory and Analysis 

 

A current tourism product inventory listing can be found in the Appendix at the end of this 

report. The approach taken for the analysis was to segment Nunatsiavut into six regions: 

1. Torngat Mountains National Park Reserve 

2. Nain 

3. Hopedale 

4. Postville 

5. Makkovik, and 

6. Rigolet 

 

In each region, tourism attractions or assets, associated tourism activities and supporting tourism 

services were identified and analyzed. The analysis encompassed factors such as: 

• uniqueness 

• fit with tourism trends 

• potential as a primary or secondary visitation motivator 

• physical activity level required 

• skill level required 

• breadth of appeal 

• quality of support services, and 

• service standards 
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3.1 Physiography 

Nunatsiavut is the eastern edge of the Canadian Shield. Surface cover varies from exposed 

bedrock to glacial till deposits with numerous wetlands throughout the region. The orientation of 

lakes, rivers, valleys and hills is primarily attributable to pre-Cambrian folding and faulting. 

 

The region’s vegetation can essentially be divided into five broad categories: 

1. forested trees and shrubs, primarily conifers form 

2. wetland or peatland (bogs, swamps and muskeg) 

3. barrens (little vegetation) 

4. forest - tundra (a transition zone between tundra and subarctic forest and peatlands), and 

5. tundra (largely lichens, sedges and dwarf shrubs) 

 

Nunatsiavut encompasses three terrestrial ecological zones: Arctic Cordillera, Taiga Shield and 

Boreal Shield. The Arctic Cordillera ecozone occupies the northernmost section of the territory. 

It is a significant mountain chain or "cordillera" running southward from the northeastern flank 

of Baffin Island and ending as the Torngat Mountains in Nunatsiavut. Outside of the western 

cordillera, this chain is the only major mountainous range in Canada and is characterized by 

significant polar ice fields and alpine glaciers. 

 

Higher elevations and more northern points are largely devoid of plant cover with the exception 

of lichens and some mosses. Coastal margins and the lower mountain slopes have some 

vegetative cover that consists mainly of herbaceous tundra varieties to the north and shrub 

varieties to the south. According to Parks Canada, about 330 vascular plant species and 220 moss 

and liverwort species grow in the region. Wildflowers present powerful vistas in season.  

 

Mountains in this ecozone reach up to 1,652 metres with large ice fields and valley glaciers 

covering much of the mountains terrain. Ranges and ridges are cut by numerous steep-walled 

valleys and fjords with glaciers. U-shaped cirque valleys formed by glaciers surround the 

mountains and deep fjords extend many kilometres inland. Overall, it is estimated that more than 

three-quarters of the landscape is ice or exposed bedrock, and permafrost is a continuous 

presence. 

 

Offshore, icebergs, originating mainly from tidewater glaciers in Greenland, are viewable as they 

are carried southwards by the Labrador Current. 

 

Wildlife consists of a variety of Boreal and Arctic species, with the presence of this wildlife 

being heavily influenced by climatic conditions and spring and fall migrations. Land animals 

such as arctic hare, arctic fox, arctic wolf, red fox, ermine, voles, the collared lemming, black 

bear, polar bear and caribou are found in region. Specie populations are generally limited in 

numbers and centralized in the more sheltered areas and sites where plants are able to flourish.  
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Typical marine animals include arctic char, ringed, hooded, harp harbour and bearded seals, 

walrus, minke, fin and humpback whales, and narwhal. Seabirds and other bird species are 

abundant in the warmer coastal margins, including the snow bunting, northern fulmar, thick-

billed murre, kittiwake, ptarmigan, harlequin, peregrine falcon, barrow’s goldeneye and little 

ringed plover. 

 

The climate of the region is described as harsh, being influenced by a combination of altitude, 

latitude and the Labrador Sea. Weather conditions can change abruptly at any time of the year 

and the region is characterized by frequent periods of strong winds, precipitation and fog. 

 

Within Nunatsiavut, the Arctic Cordillera ecozone is largely encompassed by the Torngat 

Mountains National Park Reserve of Canada, Canada’s newest national park and the 42
nd

 in the 

federal government’s national parks system.   

 

Most of Nunatsiavut falls within the Taiga Shield ecozone, consisting of taiga forest and the 

Canadian Shield. Vegetation is characterized by wetlands, shrublands, meadows and open 

forests. Forest stands have associated lichens and grade into areas of open arctic tundra, with the 

limits of tree growth being reached along the northern edge of the ecozone.  

 

In the central area of the zone there are stunted black spruce and jack pine, along with tamarack, 

alder and willow, which are found in fens and bogs. Other tree species, including white spruce, 

balsam fir, trembling aspen, balsam poplar and white birch, are found along rivers and streams 

and on upland sites. 

 

Landforms have been largely been shaped by glaciation and the terrain can be described as 

broadly rolling with numerous uplands areas, long, thin eskers, and many bedrock outcrops. The 

landscape is characterized by thousands of lakes and wetlands in depressions formed by glacial 

action. Lower areas are largely peatlands that are frequently waterlogged or wet for extended 

periods. Permafrost is discontinuous but very prevalent over wide areas. 

 

As with the Torngat Mountains region, icebergs are viewable offshore as they float down the 

coastline. 

 

Land animal species in the Taiga Shield include lynx, beaver, black and grizzly bear, arctic fox, 

moose, wolf, snowshoe hare, woodland caribou and barren-ground caribou. Marine animal 

species include a variety of whale and seal along with numerous salmonoids (arctic char, trout 

and salmon).  

 

The ecozone is also characterized by a wide variety of terrestrial bird species (forest and 

avifauna) and seabirds. Bird viewing and vistas are heavily influenced by migratory patterns and 

the movement of birds to and from the Arctic as they nest, rest or feed. 

 

The climate can be described as subarctic with short, cool summers and long, cold winters. 
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The third ecozone is the Boreal Shield, the largest ecozone in Canada, but the smallest ecozone 

in Nunatsiavut, encompassing a narrow band on either side of Hamilton Inlet. As the Boreal 

Shield within Nunatsiavut is at its northern limits, there is little differentiation with the 

characteristics of Taiga Shield ecozone. 

 

Nunatsiavut’s natural resource assets are predominantly undeveloped from a tourism perspective 

in terms of supporting infrastructure such as trail systems and interpretive elements.  

 

P Analysis 

Nunatsiavut is clearly a destination that would appeal to wilderness enthusiasts and naturalists. 

That being said, the territory must be segmented in terms of the competitiveness of its natural 

resources, the unique selling propositions (USP) associated with the natural resources, and the 

breadth of marketplace appeal. 

 

A Parks Canada briefing document describes the Torngat Mountains National Park Reserve as a 

“spectacular wilderness setting” and one of “few places on earth where such an array of 

geological features and processes can be observed in a single landscape.” These descriptors 

support what appears to be a widely held belief that the Torngat Mountains represent one of the 

last great frontiers. As such, the region’s pristine nature, its ruggedness, the natural resource 

diversity and the vistas with significant memorable “WOW” impact potential are a compelling 

USP. The USP would be enhanced by the region’s archaeological and spiritual cultural and 

human heritage assets, which are discussed later in this report.   

 

Despite the apparent strength of the USP, the ruggedness and isolation of the Torngat Mountains 

dictate that a land-based visitor would typically be a hard outdoor adventure trekker/climber with 

an advanced level of knowledge and experience in extreme backcountry travel. The visitor would 

also need to be prepared for an experience that would typically be physically demanding. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the visitor’s level of extreme backcountry travel experience could 

be lower if accompanied by an experienced guide, the target market for a land-based Torngat 

Mountains experience would have to be considered super-niche. 

 

Physical demands and experience would be minimal with guided, ship-based travel experiences 

and this has been clearly demonstrated with the expedition ship package cruises that currently 

tour Labrador’s north coast. Consideration could also be given to the construction and operation 

of a remote destination lodge on the southern edge of the park. As a fixed-roof accommodation it 

would appeal to a broader market than open sky campers, and the potential exists to run easy to 

moderate guided land and water day excursions, departing from and returning to the lodge each 

day. Both of these approaches clearly serve to broaden the marketplace appeal using the same 

USP. 

 

Overall, it would appear that the Torngat Mountain National Park Reserve holds a competitive 

advantage as a remote wilderness destination visitation motivator. As such, the region could be 

considered a primary visitation motivator in that it is a single attraction/asset that can trigger a 

decision to visit. Strategically, the park and the Torngat Mountains could also become a 

wilderness icon and image that could positively influence decisions to visit other parts of 

Nunatsiavut. 
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Outside of the Torngat Mountains National Park Reserve, the Nunatsiavut wilderness/natural 

experience would not be greatly dissimilar to other wilderness geographic regions across 

Canada’s north. For example, the marketing positioning statement used by Yukon’s tourism 

industry is: “Yukon is a real wilderness destination featuring people whose northern life style 

celebrates our nature, history, arts and cultures. Yukon’s tourism industry delivers high-quality, 

hands-on, authentic and year-round cultural, historical and natural experiences in all regions” 

(Tourism Yukon. 2005. Tourism Marketing – Strategic Plan – 2005 - 2008.). 

 

In the same vein, Nunavut promotes itself as follows: 

“Nunavut wilderness adventures include everything from a one-of-a-kind 

cultural experience in an all-inclusive nature lodge to the thrill of battling an 

arctic char for hours in the shallow rapids under the midnight sun, as well as 

relaxing in an iglu (that you helped build!) with your Inuit guide after a day of 

mushing your own dog team across the tundra. Whether it's a journey to view 

exotic arctic wildlife or a chance to learn about Inuit culture and traditions, 

Nunavut offers something for everyone. 

For the less intrepid, there is nature that is truly pristine. Nunavut is a world 

where only silver threads of moonlight and the vibrant glow of the Northern 

Lights temper the darkness of winter. Polar bears roam the flow edge stalking 

prey and muskoxen thunder across the tundra, whales play and narwhals joust 

in ice-blue waters and Atlantic walruses can be seen basking on the rocky 

Arctic shoreline. Whether it’s a day spent bird watching, or simply an 

afternoon discovering the flora in one of Nunavut's parks, the long summer 

daylight and bountiful wildlife of Nunavut provides for a multitude of nature 

tours and experiences. 

 

For the more adventurous, Nunavut's spectacular scenery and diverse 

geography promises an unforgettable experience. From the High Arctic oasis of 

Ellesmere Island to the towering face of Mt. Thor, Nunavut offers a wide 

variety of ice, mountain and rock climbing, and a number of challenging hikes 

that rival anything you can find anywhere else in the world. Canoeing the great 

rivers of the central arctic is still one of the most challenging adventures that 

Canada has to offer. There is little that compares to the current of the Thelon, 

Kazan, Back, Hayes, and Dubawnt rivers as you immerse yourself in the 

vastness of the barrenlands.” 
    http://www.nunavuttourism.com/site/default.asp?Id=7 

 

From Nain south to Rigolet, there is a diverse and varied mix of natural resource assets. By and 

large, however, it is arguable that these assets have only competitive parity with other premier 

arctic or subarctic remote wilderness destinations. While competitive parity is not necessarily 

problematic in and of itself, it rarely results in a situation where a strong USP can be established 

and the tourism asset can stand out as a clear primary visitation motivator.  

 

What this situation suggests for Nunatsiavut is that while the region’s non-Torngat natural assets 

represent potential memorable experiences, they must be packaged with other non-nature 

experiences in order to clearly differentiate the territory as a desired travel destination. 
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One exception would be the existence of sport fish (arctic char, salmon and trout) and large game 

animals where specie availability and size suggest that market opportunities may exist for sport 

fishing and sport hunting activities. If a strong market opportunity exists, then the activity 

becomes a primary destination motivator. Otherwise, potential exists to utilize fish and large 

game as strong secondary visitation motivators from the perspectives of nature-based and 

cultural tourism experiences.     

 

It is notable that the territory’s natural resource tourism assets are essentially undeveloped in 

terms of supporting infrastructure. For the most part, this can be seen as a competitive advantage 

as it: 1) is typically what the remote wilderness/explorer tourist is seeking; and 2) significantly 

minimizes the public and/or private sector infrastructure investment that may be required.  

 

That being said, selective product/infrastructure options are discussed later in this report that 

could potentially either enhance the appeal of Nunatsiavut as a prospective travel destination or 

enhance an actual visit to the territory. 

3.2 Human Heritage and Culture 

Nunatsiavut’s human heritage and culture spans pre-Inuit, Inuit, the European influence – church 

and trade – the Cold War and current coastal community lifestyles. Numerous archaeological 

sites exist throughout the territory, including tent rings, stone caribou fences, food caches, 

graveyards and burial sites, sod houses and the foundations of settler structures. There are also a 

number of functioning and non-functioning historical buildings and sites, some of which are used 

as interpretive centres/museums. 

 

Artisans and craftspersons are located in each community, producing traditional art, decorative 

ware and clothing, while both traditional Inuit song and dance and contemporary Labrador folk 

songs are evident. 

 

P Analysis 

Nunatsiavut is rich in human heritage and culture that is a reflection of complex, interwoven 

relationships between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples with a common motif of 

ingenuity, creativity and survival. Ranging from the spiritual connections of the Inuit centred on 

Torngarsoak to the everyday lives of today’s coastal inhabitants, there are numerous interesting 

and intriguing stories that can be told. 

 

Nunatsiavut’s human heritage and culture is both unique and diverse. As such, it is likely that 

heritage- and culture-based tourism assets can be marketed as both primary and secondary 

visitation motivators. From the primary visitation motivation perspective, the territory would be 

leveraging unique experiences which cannot be found elsewhere. These unique experiences 

would largely be focused on Inuit spirituality and the settlement of individual communities along 

the coast of northern Labrador. 

 

From the secondary visitation motivation perspective, human heritage and culture can clearly be 

packaged with other experiences – primarily Nunatsiavut’s natural resource assets – to 

effectively augment what there is for tourists to see and do in Nunatsiavut. 
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An overarching visitation driver for both the primary and secondary motivators is the growing 

market demand for quality cultural experiences that can be packaged with niche, personalized 

tourism segments such as learning, educational and experiential travel. 

 

In analyzing Nunatsiavut’s human heritage and cultural assets, it is worth noting three guiding 

principles for cultural tourism developed by the Canadian Tourism Commission
1
 and assessing 

the territory’s situation relative to these principles. 

 

“Cultural and heritage tourism involves a quality visitor encounter with a cultural or 

historic experience that is authentic and that is not created solely for the purpose of 

attracting tourists.” 

Nunatsiavut’s human heritage and cultural assets are largely undeveloped, with an extreme 

example being the hundreds of archaeological sites throughout the territory. This is advantageous 

as “bricks and mortar” heritage and cultural experiences are typically something that visitors are 

not seeking in a wilderness destination. 

 

This situation obviously significantly reduces tourism infrastructure costs. More importantly, 

Nunatsiavut’s human heritage and cultural tourism assets lend themselves to storytelling, a 

personal and interactive form of interpretation that has tremendous potential for imparting a 

powerful, meaningful and memorable visitor experience. The impact of storytelling can also be 

effectively enhanced by integrating visitors into the territory’s different communities to broaden 

the cultural experience. 

 

“Cultural and heritage tourism must be sustainable and must ensure that the quality and 

integrity of the cultural or heritage resource/experience are conserved.” 

Nunatsiavut presently lacks resource management practices to protect and preserve 

archaeological sites from potential site impact associated with general tourist visitations. This 

would include the removal of artefacts and/or unintentional damage to sites.   

 

“Cultural and heritage tourism is based on a mutually beneficial partnership between the 

culture/heritage and tourism sectors and must be a revenue-generator for both sectors.” 

In developing visitor experiences, tourism product planners must be cognizant of the fact that 

fair market value must be paid to all service and support providers. If business is not conducted 

in this manner, tourism growth in the territory will be challenged by a lack of buy-in, support and 

entrepreneurial initiatives. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1   . December 1999. Packaging the Potential: A Five-Year Business 

Strategy for Cultural and 

Heritage Tourism in Canada. Ottawa: Canadian Tourism Commission, Industry 

and Product Development Committee, Cultural and Heritage Tourism Sub-

Committee. 
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3.3 Communities 

Nunatsiavut has five communities within the territory, ranging in size from Nain, with an 

approximate population of 1,200 individuals, to Postville, with an approximate population of 250 

individuals. All communities are located on the north coast of Labrador, with access by air and 

water. 

 

Inter-community travel distances can be significant, and most communities are located a large 

distance from Happy Valley – Goose Bay, Labrador’s primary transportation and service support 

hub. The table in Exhibit 2 below summarizes latitude/longitude distances between 

Nunatsiavut’s five major communities as well as Happy Valley – Goose Bay. 

     

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2006, it is estimated that about 500 tourists visited Nunatsiavut, with the majority of these 

tourists being cruise ship tour passengers. As such, Nunatsiavut’s communities presently 

experience negligible tourism traffic for all intents and purposes. That being said, formal and 

informal tourism development plans exist within most communities with the typical focus being 

on infrastructure capital projects.    

 

P Analysis 

Nunatsiavut’s communities are characterized by the differences between each community. These 

differences encompass different histories, different landscapes, different wildlife and different 

ways of life. What this suggests is that the potential exists to create a rewarding and memorable 

experiential cluster of activities for each community with minimal duplication. With this 

positioning, each community becomes a destination in and of itself for visitors…let us tell you 

our story.  

 

However, a broader and more powerful benefit would be the ability to effectively package five 

communities as a multi-day travel experience with little risk of boring a visitor with 

repetition…let us tell you our stories of coastal life in northern Labrador. Combined, the coastal 

community culture represents a unique selling proposition that should have the drawing power to 

be a primary visitation motivator.   

 

One of the most important roles for communities would be to share a living local culture 

experience, the essence of the lives of local communities and residents, as this constitutes a 

significant part of the travel experience being sought by both domestic and international tourists. 

As such, a welcoming attitude within a community towards tourists and community pride are 

important factors in successful tourism development.  

Goose Hopedale Makkovik Nain Postville Rigolet

Goose 239 212 366 183 173

Hopedale 239 79 148 68 171

Makkovik 212 79 225 42 96

Nain 366 148 225 215 319

Postville 183 68 42 215 72

Rigolet 173 171 96 319 72

Latitude/Longitude to Latitude/Longitude Travel Distances

Kilometres

Exhibit 2 
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By and large, tourists seeking a cultural travel experience want to be integrated into the lives of a 

community and they want to interact with community residents. And there is no question that a 

hostile or indifferent community will significantly detract from the experiential value of a 

community visit. Due to the relatively small number of tourists who will potentially visit 

Nunatsiavut each year, no community should be negatively impacted by tourism traffic. 

Therefore, each community should be in a position to absorb growth in tourism without any 

unreasonable demands on the community or excessive altering of quality of life in the 

community. 

 

As noted earlier, there appears to be some community focus on tourism development in terms of 

capital projects for infrastructure, such as boardwalks, floating docks, historical refurbishments, 

trail systems, replica buildings, interpretive centres and interpretive components, etc. Ultimately, 

strategic decisions on government policy and programming with respect to tourism infrastructure 

will be required as the implementation of these projects will be heavily dependent on 

government funding support. 

 

Tourism development, however, does not necessarily need to be done through “bricks and 

mortar” projects. Consider, for example, the eco-museum concept that emerged from “open air 

museums” where infrastructure funds were minimal, but the need to express local heritage in a 

way that would instil local pride was high. The idea was refined in France in the ‘60s and ‘70s 

and thriving eco-museums are now operating throughout the world. 

 

An eco-museum is based on the idea of experiencing nature, culture and history at the place 

where key events occur or occurred in a way that minimizes the bricks and mortar infrastructure; 

thus, the description of an eco-museum as a "museum without walls."  

 

The eco-museum concept emphasizes interaction between nature and people and the following 

are key characteristics of eco-museums: 

1. The aim is to protect buildings, monuments and evidence of civilization in the landscape 

and at the original sites. Making the visitor’s experience come alive is a priority with 

anything from guided tours to workshops, storytelling or theatre. 

2. Professional staff is minimized while the use of volunteers and/or paid semi-professional 

staff is maximized. 

3. In more urban areas, both local residents and visitors from out-of-area are key target 

audiences. 

4. The intent is a better understanding of local identity and history. Flexibility to change and 

the ability to adapt to new issues is important. 

5. An eco-museum is a network of sites that are individually owned and managed most 

often by government and/or non-profit bodies. 
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Uniting as an eco-museum fosters a common vision, helps to ensure minimum quality standards 

and creates critical mass in terms of marketplace awareness, knowledge, branding and visitor 

appeal. For Nunatsiavut, an eco-museum-like approach could conceivably be utilized to engage 

community residents in the research, development and delivery of the many entertaining, 

engaging and informative natural heritage, human heritage and cultural stories that can be told.     

3.4 Recreation and Entertainment 

Recreation and Entertainment typically encompasses a wide range of revenue generating goods 

and services. The classification is typically based on goods and services found in the Recreation 

and Entertainment classification of the North American Industry Classification System (NAIC), 

of which a number of sectors are shown below: 

NAICS     453920 - Art Dealers  

NAICS     512130 - Motion Picture and Video Exhibition 

NAICS     71111   - Theatre Companies and Dinner Theatres 

NAICS     711120 - Dance Companies 

NAICS     711190 - Other Performing Arts Companies 

NAICS     711211 - Sports Teams and Clubs 

NAICS     711213 - Horse Race Tracks 

NAICS     711218 - Other Spectator Sports 

NAICS     711311 - Live Theatres and Other Performing Arts Presenters with Facilities 

NAICS     711319 - Sports Stadiums and Other Presenters with Facilities 

NAICS     71211   - Museums 

NAICS     712120 - Historic and Heritage Sites 

NAICS     712130 - Zoos and Botanical Gardens 

NAICS     712190 - Other Heritage Institutions 

NAICS     713110 - Amusement and Theme Parks 

NAICS     713120 - Amusement Arcades 

NAICS     713210 - Casinos (except Casino Hotels) 

NAICS     713299 - All Other Gambling Industries 

NAICS     713910 - Golf Courses and Country Clubs 

NAICS     713920 - Skiing Facilities 

NAICS     713930 - Marinas 

NAICS     713940 - Fitness and Recreational Sports Centres 

NAICS     713950 - Bowling Centres 

NAICS     713990 - All Other Amusement and Recreation Industries      
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At the present time, Nunatsiavut does not have tourist-focused, revenue generating recreation 

and entertainment assets. 

 

P Analysis 

As a remote wilderness destination, tourists would typically not expect, or want, recreation and 

entertainment infrastructure in Nunatsiavut as the product normally runs counter to experiential 

expectations. And, as was noted in the previous section, it can be argued that there may not be a 

need for extensive bricks and mortar interpretive infrastructure, particularly if it does not 

generate revenue to support upkeep and self-sufficient sustainability. 

 

This does not suggest that visitors would not be looking for recreation and entertainment activity, 

particularly within individual communities. However, this could be overcome by engaging 

visitors in activities such as: 

• regular community recreation and entertainment programming, including festivals 

• special community nights (music, dance, storytelling, etc.) produced for visitors 

• planned and organized, but informal “drop ins” to the homes of artisans, elders, etc. to 

further experience living local culture, and 

• planned visitor programming such as local geocaching adventure games (treasure hunting 

using GPS devices)  

3.5 Travel Agency, Tour Operator and Tourist Guide Services 

There are presently no travel agency services in Nunatsiavut. Tour operators are almost 

exclusively non-resident with cruise ship tour operators being the most prevalent. Tourist guide 

services, encompassing nature and culture interpretation, sport fishing and sport hunting, can be 

described within Nunatsiavut as a loose and informal service sector. Online searches and 

inquiries made during the community site visits did not identify any resident of the territory who 

was known to hold a Newfoundland and Labrador guide license. It is understood that what 

guiding business is done is generally generated through inquiries and word-of-mouth within a 

particular community. 

 

P Analysis 

Section 2: Tourism Purchase Channels and Current Situation provided an overview of the tour 

operator situation in Nunatsiavut, highlighting that fact that the tour operators doing business in 

the territory are almost exclusively non-resident. The implication of this is the negligible 

tourism-related economic impact and territorial wealth that is being created.  

 

Contributing to this situation, non-resident tour operators tend to rotate niche destinations, like 

Nunatsiavut, and would not typically champion a destination, attempt to maximize the breadth of 

opportunities available in the territory, or make a serious investment in developing product and 

service levels.   

Expertise and experience in global-level tour operations is clearly lacking in Nunatsiavut, but 

this area of tourism likely holds the greatest immediate potential for growing tourism visitations. 

However, the size of the business opportunity in terms of potential visitations severely limits the 

number of in-territory tour operators that the marketplace could support financially.  
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Therefore, consideration could be given to the creation of one in-territory tour operator entity, 

possibly through an external partnership to access expertise and experience, who could package 

and market Nunatsiavut experiences. This entity would then work with and contract local 

suppliers (accommodations, food and beverage, transportation, guides, etc.) to deliver a 

memorable Nunatsiavut experience.    

 

With respect to guiding, the reality of the marketplace is that most travelers want confidence and 

peace of mind in the guide services they are paying for and dependent upon. And the most 

demonstrable way of establishing this is through certification or accreditation with strong 

linkages to legal standards for quality (product knowledge, skills and experience), safety 

(liability insurance and in-field safety skills) and environmental protection. 

 

It is notable that Newfoundland and Labrador’s guide licensing requirements are not particularly 

onerous, but also may not be as marketplace competitive as they could be. The requirements are: 

• a minimum age of 18 years 

• the successful completion of a firearm safety and hunter education course recognized by 

the Department of Wildlife and Conservation of Newfoundland and Labrador 

• the successful completion of a boating safety course recognized by the Department of 

Wildlife and Conservation of Newfoundland and Labrador, and 

• a valid emergency first aid certificate, OR 

• graduation from a recognized guide training program offered by a private or public 

college 

 

One example of a notable postsecondary program is the Coastal Eco-Adventure Tourism 

certificate program offered by Northwest Community College in British Columbia. The point of 

highlighting this program is to illustrate the scope of in-field skill sets encompassed by the 

program, reflecting the potential visitor experiential added value:  

    CECO 101-3 Introduction to Tourism and Eco-Adventure Tourism 

    CECO 110-4 Human Relations and Customer Service 

    CECO 120-3 Environmental Stewardship 

    CECO 130-3 Coastal Heritage Interpretation 

    CECO 140-1 Orienteering/Navigation Fundamentals 

    CECO 142-4 Sea Kayaking 

    CECO 144-2 Sport Fishing 

    CECO 146-1.5 Outboard Motors /Repair and Maintenance 

    CECO 148-2  Trip Planning and Preparation 

    CECO 150-4 Power Boat Operations 

    CECO 162-3 Work Experience/Practicum 
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    FAID 110- 5 Occupational First Aid Level One 

    FAID 125-.5 Transportation Endorsement 

    FAID 135-1  Vital Link Standard First Aid 

    FAID 143-3  Wilderness First Aid 

    NAUT 291-0 Small Vessel Safety – MED A2 

    NAUT 330-0 Restricted Radio Operator 

    TOUR 162-3 Camp Setup and Management 

    TOUR 164-.5 Risk Management 

    TOUR 168-1 Foodsafe 

 

Yukon is an interesting case study given its two guiding components…a legislated territorial 

licence component and an industry self-regulated code of conduct and marketing component 

administered by the Wilderness Tourism Association of Yukon (WTAY). 

 

The legislated licensing component stems from a collaborative government, First Nations, 

conservation and tourism industry effort that resulted in the creation of the Wilderness Tourism 

Licensing Act (http://www.environmentyukon.gov.yk.ca/wtla.html) in 1999. License 

requirements include: 

• Workers' Compensation coverage for employees 

• a minimum of $1-million in public liability insurance 

• valid First Aid and CPR certificates for all guides, and 

• the keeping and submission of client activity records 

 

The WTAY (http://www.wtay.com) is a member-based, non-profit organization with a mandate 

to address issues affecting wilderness and adventure tourism operators in the Yukon. The 

organization has a self-regulated code of conduct and guidelines adopted to Yukon that address: 

conservation of wilderness and biodiversity; wildlife viewing (i.e., safety and precautions to 

minimize negative impacts); “leave no trace” visitation practices; cultural respect that includes 

historic and cultural sites; guide standards (safety skills, "leave no trace," knowledge of 

conservation issues); wilderness etiquette; local benefits; visitor safety; bear safety; and so on. 

WTAY also has three levels of marketing exposure in annual programs that members can buy 

into.  

 

It is notable that the cost of regulatory and liability insurance fees are burdensome for tour 

operators and commercial guides across Canada, the majority of who are micro or small 

businesses. It then becomes a challenge developing a more formal service sector because the 

higher operating costs are a disincentive to formalizing a business.     
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3.6 Passenger Transport Services 

Passenger transport services into and throughout Nunatsiavut are well documented. These are 

characterized by year-round scheduled air service with Provincial Airlines/Innu Mikun or Air 

Labrador, seasonal scheduled marine service with the Northern Ranger, year-round and seasonal 

chartered aircraft service, year-round chartered helicopter service and seasonal chartered marine 

service with local boat operators. 

 

Chartered aircraft service consists of 20-passenger Twin Otters (float and wheeled) and 6-

passenger Beavers (float). Chartered marine craft consist of long liners, mid-range cabin-cruiser 

type craft, and open speedboats.   

 

Goose Bay is the air service hub and the Northern Ranger is seasonally based in Goose Bay as 

well. In addition to the five community airstrips in Nunatsiavut and one air strip in Natuashish, 

there is an airstrip in Saglak at the site of the Department of National Defence’s North Warning 

System (NWS) Long Range Radar (LRR) installation. All communities have commercial-scale 

docking facilities while zodiacs and runabouts are used by larger touring craft for shore landings 

where docking facilities do not exist. 

 

P Analysis 

Compared to other far north Canadian destinations (i.e. Yukon, Northwest Territories, Nunavut, 

Nunavit), Nunatsivut would have to be considered at a competitive disadvantage in terms of both 

air access and cost. For example, Exhibit 3 below summarizes base airfare rates from major 

urban centres in Canada to “capital” destinations in Canada’s northern territories. It also shows 

that Nain is the most expensive of the five destinations from almost all of the major urban 

centres; although the price differences between Nain and Iqaluit or Kuujjuaq are minor in some 

cases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whitehorse Yellowknife Iqaluit Kuujjuaq Nain
Nain 

Ranking

Vancouver 500 744 1,811 1,721 2,164 5/5

Calgary 500 630 2,011 1,699 2,129 5/5

Edmonton 500 600 2,186 1,906 2,039 5/5

Winnipeg 784 405 1,384 1,549 2,014 5/5

Toronto 1,076 976 1,512 1,418 1,602 5/5

Montreal 1,161 1,051 1,384 1,242 1,885 5/5

Halifax 1,321 1,366 1,480 1,372 1,428 4/5

As at 14 March 2007

Depart 13JUL07; Return 20JUL07

Scheduled Air Service -- Base Rate ($)

Exhibit 3 
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As a destination, however, the pricing challenge is compounded for Nunatsiavut because air 

travel solely to and from Nain would likely severely restrict tourism experiential options in the 

territory. Whitehorse, Yellowknife, Iqaluit and Kuujjuaq, on the other hand, would be suitable as 

standalone vacation destinations without traveling to other communities. In the case of 

Nunatsiavut, the base rate for a Goose Bay – Nain – Hopedale – Postville – Makkovik – Rigolet 

– Goose Bay circuit by scheduled air service would be $866 at current prices. Also, many of the 

destinations are accessible from within Canada in one day’s travel time, while a trip to Nain 

requires an overnight stay in Goose Bay, adding to travel costs and travel time.  

   

It is unlikely that the situation would be any different for travel from the United States or 

overseas. For example, a return flight from Boston to Nain is approximately CAD$1,525, base 

rate, while a return flight from Boston to Yellowknife is CAD$1,108, base rate.  

 

In the case of European travel, a direct charter flight from Germany to Whitehorse is quoted at 

CAD$1,479. A direct charter flight from Germany to Halifax and regular air service connections 

to Goose Bay and Nain would be CAD$2,231 plus two overnights (Halifax and Goose Bay). A 

similar competitive disadvantage would be experienced with European charter flights into 

Montreal and Toronto. 

 

Strategically, it may be possible to reduce air fare costs within Nunatsiavut by 10% to 15% if a 

resident tour operator was established who generated enough tour business to negotiate a 

corporate rate with any of the air carriers servicing the territory.  

 

Reducing air fares or improving air access from outside the territory would be more of a 

challenge, but consideration could be given to exploring the potential benefits of partnerships 

with small regional airlines serving Labrador. Still, air access and the cost of air travel will likely 

remain a challenge, requiring that a Nunatsiavut tourism experience be uniquely packaged and 

marketed in terms of the experiential promise in order to overcome air fare price resistance.   

 

Within Nunatsiavut, local charter boat operators cater primarily to commercial and government 

business and there is negligible business at present that would be considered tourism. If water-

based tourism is to grow, there are several issues related to boat safety and liability that must be 

addressed.  

 

In Canada, boats and other watercraft of up to 15 gross tons are classified as "small vessels" 

under the Canada Shipping Act and must be licensed. In addition, small commercial vessels (up 

to 15 gross tons and/or 12 metres), with the exception of commercial fishing vessels, must abide 

by the Small Vessel Monitoring & Inspection Program, which involves regular inspection and 

certification.  

 

All commercially operated boats and watercraft, including canoes and kayaks, are covered in 

Canada under the Marine Liability Act (MLA). The MLA regulates damage claims related to 

personal injuries, fatalities, property damage and pollution. At present, the act sets the maximum 

liability for operators at $350,000 per passenger and invalidates waivers of liability for water-

based commercial activities. The MLA also sets compulsory insurance requirements for 

operators of commercial or public purpose vessels. 
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It is believed that the vast majority of operators in Nunatsiavut chartering boats and transporting 

passengers are not compliant with mandatory legislation. Becoming compliant will require the 

payment of regular inspection, licensing and insurance fees, of which insurance is the most 

costly. Like guiding, this can have a material negative impact on operating costs, creating a 

business disincentive for both current and potential operators. 

 

Strategically, consideration may be given to government policy and programming that ultimately 

limits the number of water-based boat operators in order that the best and most market ready can 

have a reasonable chance of achieving financial viability and sustainability. 

3.7 Accommodation Services 

Commercial accommodations in Newfoundland and Labrador require a Tourist Establishment 

License and are governed under the Tourist Establishment Act. The act primarily includes 

accommodations such as cottages, hotels, and bed and breakfasts, but the legislation also applies 

to tour companies, tent camps and other premises erected or used for the purpose of paid 

accommodations. 

 

The provincial government partners with the Canada Select property grading program to ensure 

minimal quality standards. Canada Select uses a 5-star grading scale. Under the legislation, any 

commercial accommodation property must achieve a minimum 1-star grading. Canada Select 

describes a 1-star property as follows: “At this level, guests should expect clean and well-

maintained accommodations providing the necessary facilities for an enjoyable stay. Criteria 

includes [sic] standards such as room size, window screens and coverings, clothes storage, 

linens, door lock, smoke detector, and parking facilities.” 

 

According to Canada Select Newfoundland and Labrador data, there are three licensed 

accommodation properties in Nunatsiavut: Atsanik Lodge (Nain), Amaguk Inn (Hopedale) and 

Adlavik Inn (Makkovik). Atsanik is a 26-room, 2½-star property; Amaguk is an 18-room, 2½-

star property; and Adlavik is a 5-room, 2½-star property.    

 

Other properties may qualify, but will not show in the database as being licensed if there are 

outstanding unpaid fees. It could not be determined if this situation applied to any properties in 

the territory. Known properties that are not presently in the database include two standalone 

properties in Postville, the 5-room Postville Hotel and the 4-room North Coast Hospitality, while 

the 4-unit Blake’s Efficiency Units is located in Rigolet. In addition, it is estimated that there 

would be a total inventory of approximately 10 to 12 rooms available in private residences as 

guest rooms/B&Bs. 

 

P Analysis 

Accommodation properties in Nunatsiavut are, for the most part, catering to commercial 

business, including utility service crews, other tradespeople and individuals traveling on 

government related business. This is reflected in the number of single and double twin bed rooms 

and the basic and functional room fit-ups. As there is typically one commercial accommodation 

business in each community, commercial traffic is a captive audience with relatively low 

accommodation expectations (clean, friendly, TV and high-speed Internet). As such, there is 

little incentive to refresh and/or upgrade. 
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It should not be expected that Nunatsiavut would have premium or super-premium 

accommodations. And while mid-range accommodations would be ideal, potential visitors will 

not be coming to the territory with high expectations for accommodations. In many respects, a 

tourist’s expectations would be similar to the commercial market (basic, clean, friendly, TV and 

high-speed Internet), but it is highly likely that there would also be an expectation of properties 

being current in terms of fit-up. 

 

The one exception to this would be the “die hard” tourist where accommodations is a minor 

factor relative to other far more important factors that motivated the visit. However, this must be 

considered a super niche market segment and the goal is to offer experiences that appeal to as 

broad a market as possible. 

 

Standards for accommodations in private residences could not be determined. Among six 

standalone commercial properties in five communities – all of which were stayed at or visited – 

all properties were clean; however, only one property would likely meet tourist expectations. 

Among the five other properties: one is severely dated and “tired;” two are more boarding house 

style than hotel; one is comparable in fit-up to a construction camp; while a fifth is housekeeping 

units. 

 

It is highly likely that travelling from community to community would be problematic vis-à-vis 

tourists’ expectations because of the considerable range in accommodations. Of particular note 

are the three Canada Select graded properties: all are graded as 2½-star and each charges the 

same room rate. However, there is no comparison whatsoever between the three in terms of fit-

up. 

 

In growing tourism in Nunatsiavut, the quality (fit-ups and amenities) and quantity of 

accommodations is a serious issue. However, the lack of tourism traffic gives accommodation 

operators no incentive at all to upgrade or expand. Consideration must also be given to current 

mineral exploration activity near Postville and Makkovik which is creating a situation where 

accommodation demand during the summer far exceeds capacity; a situation that could exist for 

several years. In this operating environment, there is minimal interest in accommodations for 

tourists. 

3.8 Food and Beverage 

In Nunatsiavut, there is a strong linkage between accommodations and food and beverage in that 

the commercial accommodation properties operate the public food and beverage facilities. The 

following is a summary of the primary food and beverage facilities available: 

• Atsanik Lodge (Nain): semi-private dining room and bar 

• Amaguk Inn (Hopedale): public dining room and bar 

• Adlavik Inn (Makkovik): public diner and bar 

• Postville Hotel (Postville): private dinette, and 

• North Coast Hospitality (Postville): private dinette 
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There are no commercial public or private food and beverage facilities in Rigolet. 

 
 

P Analysis 

Food and beverage service in Nunatsiavut can be described as basic and appears to address a 

target audience largely interested in fried and fast food-type food items. This is not necessarily 

problematic as long as food and beverage operators are cognizant of the fact that the food 

interests of a nature/explorer-based tourist audience would likely be broader, encompassing 

“healthy” food items, offerings such as continental breakfasts, and local food offerings. These 

eating interests would largely be attributable to the older age profile of likely tourists, their 

education and income, and the lifestyles associated with people with above average interests in 

outdoor adventure and nature and cultural experiences. 

 

Food preparation, presentation and table service were reminiscent of casual family-style or diner. 

Again, this is not necessarily problematic as it is unlikely that tourist visitors to Nunatsiavut 

would have overly high food and beverage expectations.  

 

Given satisfactory standards of food safety and food handling and reasonable food and beverage 

options and quality, it is arguable that the basic ingredient in successful food and beverage 

businesses is attitude. Customer acknowledgement, smiles, friendliness and timely service can 

have a material impact on enhancing a dining experience, making a basic offering something 

more significant and memorable. 

 

 

4.0 Pertinent Tourism Trends 

P Baby Boomers 

• Aged 35 to 54 years (born 1947 – 1966) 

• Growth market 

• More discretionary income than family groups 

• More travel savvy; travel experience drives an increasing desire for unique experiences 

• Favour authenticity and nature over man-made attractions 

• Individualists; tend to avoid crowds 

• Appreciate nature, peace and quiet 

• Appreciate safety and comfort at the end of the day 

• Enjoy ecotourism, soft outdoor adventure, gentle exercise, travel, culture, intellectual 

pursuit 

• Leisure time shortages among younger age range leading to more frequent shorter 

getaways, but also accumulated vacation time for longer “sabbatical” or “trip of a 

lifetime” travel  
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• Prospective destinations are competing on a global scale in terms of appealing to this 

cohort, and 

• Mind set and values in tune with what makes Nunatsiavut different 

 

P Young Adults 

• Typically aged 25 to 34 years 

• Growing shortage of leisure time resulting in more frequent shorter getaways 

• Rising incomes and delayed marriage and family creation resulting in more travel, and 

• Interest in more active holiday products and adventure tourism 

 

P Americans 

• Price resistance to travel to Canada with smaller gap in U.S./Canadian dollar exchange 

rates, and 

• Resistance to out-of-country travel with increased proof of citizenship requirements 

 

P Europeans 

• Holiday travel a higher priority 

• Typically longer core annual vacation leave than North Americans and greater use of 

vacation leave as workplace bonuses 

• High interest in outdoor tourism and various levels of adventure tourism 

• Continued high interest in frontier wilderness destinations 

• Continued high interest in Aboriginal culture 

• Higher propensity than North Americans to take inter-continental vacations, and 

• Prospective destinations are competing on a global scale in terms of appealing to this 

cohort 

 

P Growing Travel Interests 

• Community-based: Facilitated opportunities for visitors to be integrated into a host 

community, meeting and socializing with local people, participating in community 

activities, and engaging in cultural exchanges  

• Participatory, Hands-On, and Interactive Activities: There is a strong desire for travel 

experiences that are hands-on and participative as opposed to passive and observational 
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• Special Access, Behind-the-Scenes, Exclusivity: Opportunities to gain special access to 

places, enjoy behind-the-scenes tours, and have exclusive experiences that “regular 

travelers” can’t 

• Learning and Discovery: Opportunities to learn as part of a travel experience…meeting 

with specialists, expert lecturers or faculty, interfacing with interpreters and good 

storytellers results in more memorable travel, and 

• Shared Experiences: Getting to know people, creating new and strengthening old 

friendships, spending time with family is increasingly important 

 

P Destination Lodges 

• Remote wilderness lodges, often fly-in, that are primary visitation motivators in and of 

themselves. Activities extend well beyond the traditional fishing and hunting lodges with 

features that include: 

o comfortable basic needs, but offerings that span the “luxury” scale in terms of 

service levels and amenities 

o unique character style 

o activity/education focus 

o nature/recreation-based activities 

o development integrated with environment 

o profit maximization based on strategic design, location, low capacity, services, 

unique experience, value-added 

o moderate/low investment 

o key attractions are surroundings and facility 

o good/hearty meals & service, often a cultural influence, and 

o entertaining/knowledgeable/informative guides and interpreters integral to visitor 

experience and lodge success 

 

P Ecotourism/Nature-Based Tourism 

• Continued growing demand, and 

• Increased number of experiential options and product sophistication (i.e., increased 

competition and higher standards) 

 

P Cultural Tourism 

• Shift to more general interest in cultural experiences. Indicates need to package with 

other destination experiences instead of being a standalone experience 
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P The Environment 

• Climate change will increasingly bring weather uncertainty to travel destinations, and 

• Environmental responsibility and sustainability in tourism operations will become 

mainstream and a core visitor expectation 

 

P Sport Fishing and Hunting 

• Continued shrinking marketplace as measured by participation and increased competition 

among outfitters 
 

P Product Sophistication 

• Competition and increasingly sophisticated travelers are driving increased sophistication 

(Exhibit 4) in product offerings, making it more challenging to effectively differentiate a 

destination  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.0 Product Opportunities 

Exhibit 5 on the next page summarizes a visitation decision tree that could be applied to 

Nunatsiavut and the following is a brief description of the tree. 

 

1. Drivers 

Consumers are driven to seek out prospective destinations for a number of different reasons, 

which could be singular or multiple. In the case of Nunatsiavut, 10 probable drivers were 

identified. 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 4 
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2. Activities 

Drivers lead to one or several prospective or desired activities. In the case of Nunatsiavut, 18 

likely activities were identified encompassing both summer and winter. It is notable, but not 

surprising, that most of these activities are outdoor-based. 

 

While a visitation to Nunatsiavut could be singularly focused, such as sport fishing or sport 

hunting, the reality of traveler expectations for remote wilderness destinations is that landscape, 

wildlife and cultural activities are often inextricably linked.  

 

3. Skill Level and Physical Level 

Skill and physical expectations clearly impact the design and development of tourism products as 

a physically demanding experience that requires an expert skill level is materially different from 

an experience at the other end of the spectrum. A strategic goal of appealing to as broad a market 

as possible naturally dictates that the mix of visitor experiences be as broad as possible, covering 

as many skill and physical levels as possible. 

 

4. Destination 

Decision points #1, #2 and #3 above often heavily influence the choice of destination. By this, 

the destination could be one area or one community. It could also be broader experiences such as 

multiple community visitations; a multiple stop boating excursion; or a point-to-point trek.   

 

5. Support Quality, Interpretive Quality and Accommodation 

The last stage of the decision tree is addressing supports, interpretation and accommodation. 

Support quality is a question of how luxurious the supports are in terms of quality and amenities, 

with a primary focus on foodservice and accommodations. Not surprisingly, this can range from 

basic up to luxury. 

Interpretive quality is frequently, but not always, linked to traveler skill level. Accommodation is 

self-explanatory, but product planners need to be aware of the accommodation expectations of 

different demographic profiles regardless of activity. For example, baby boomers typically have 

a high desire for fixed roof accommodations, while a baby boomer tenting expectation is 

typically very good or superior.  
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Building on Nunatsiavut’s tourism assets and the decision tree, Exhibit 6 below presents nine 

core primary tourism experiences for consideration by the steering committee. Beginning on the 

next page, the table overview is expanded upon for each experience. 

 

The focus of these recommendations is on opportunities that: 

• leverage unique selling propositions (USPs) 

• are in-line with tourism trends 

• appeal to a broad target audience whenever possible 

• are focused on high value-added experiences that support premium pricing, and 

• retain tourism expenditures in Nunatsiavut  

The experiences are not listed in any specific order or priority. 

 
 Experience Overview Skill Level Physical 

Level 

1 
Extreme coastal 
snowmobiling 

 Multi-day guided excursion Intermediate/Advanced Moderate 

2 
Polar bear sport 
hunting 

 Multi-day guided excursion 

 Snowmobiles or possibly dog sleds 

Intermediate to Expert Moderate/High 

3 

Multi-community 
touring 

 Multi-day guided excursion 

 Land- 
and/or water-based nature and heritage interpretive day trips 

 Community-based nature, heritage and culture interpretive 
activities 

Novice/Intermediate Mild 

4 

Community-
based learning 
and discovery 

 Multi-day specialized learning and discovery package 

 Specialized speakers 

 Single community 

 Focus on single interest area…land, wildlife, culture, political 
history 

 Light ½-day excursions 

 Community-based recreation/enter- tainment cultural activities   

Novice to Advanced 
Amateur 

Mild 

5 

Torngat treks  Multi-day guided excursion 

 Can be day trips from base camp or point-to-point trekking 

 Land- and/or water-based activities 

Novice/Advanced Moderate/High 

6 

In-field learning 
and discovery 

 Multi-day specialized learning and discovery package 

 Specialized activity such as archaeological site excavation 

 Work under supervision of archaeological experts 

Novice to Advanced 
Amateur 

Mild/Moderate 

7 

Destination 
lodge 

 Multi-day secluded wilderness lodge experience 

 Land- 
and/or water-based nature and heritage interpretive day trips 

 Lodge-based subject lectures/discussions 

Novice/Intermediate Mild 

8 

Coastline water 
tour 

 Multi-day guided boat touring excursion 

 Land- and water-based nature and heritage interpretive day trips 

 Overnight onshore or on-boat depending on type of vessel 
 

Novice/Intermediate Moderate 

9 

Trail experience  Multi-day point-to-point trek 

 Guided or self-directed 

 Develop a trail over a geographic area that encompasses 
memorable land and water vistas, nature and historical land use 

 GPS could be used with supplied literature to interpret along the 
way 

 Basic overnight campsites could be constructed (shelter, picnic 
table, bench seating, fire pit, bear-proof food cache, etc.)  

Novice to Advanced Moderate 

Exhibit 6 
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1. Extreme Coastal Snowmobiling 

Extreme coastal snowmobiling leverages the coastal vistas and archaeological sites along the 

north coast of Labrador with the challenges of ultra remote snowmobiling. While most 

communities could be a start and finish point, Nain would be a logical choice because of its 

proximity to the uniqueness and impact of the coastline northward and the Torngat Mountains. 

 

It is expected that travelers would be required to supply their own sleeping bags and winter 

clothing. Snowmobiles, all support gear and food would be supplied by the tour operator. 

 

2. Polar Bear Sport Hunting 

While sport fishing and hunting overall is in a steady decline across Canada in terms of 

participation, opportunities exist for specialized experiences, with polar bear hunting being one 

of these. Notwithstanding inter-jurisdictional issues and cooperation and specie 

conservation/management responsibilities with respect to the Davis Strait sub-population, the 

polar bear represents a high demand, super-premium hunting experience due to non-resident 

harvesting restrictions and the exclusivity and prestige that hunters attach to this experience. 

 

3. Multi-Community Touring 

Multi-community touring through Nunatsiavut represents, in all likelihood, the broadest 

experiential offering for tourism. Multi-community touring represents a blended mix of vistas, 

wildlife, plant, human history and cultural experiences, both within communities and in areas 

surrounding individual communities. As noted earlier, the potential exists to craft memorable and 

rewarding experiences, stories and memories for each of Nunatsiavut’s communities with 

negligible repetition.  

 

A reasonable scenario would be to travel from community to community either by air or water, 

with both modes of transportation offering unique vistas. A 2-night stay in each community 

would provide sufficient timing to program both “out of village” day trips and a variety of “in 

village” experiences.  

 

4. Community-Based Learning and Discovery 

This experience is a more specialized form of community touring above. With this experience, 

there would be a specific focus on a topic relevant to the region, be it nature, human heritage, 

culture or political history. While participants could range from novice to advance in terms of 

knowledge and experience, an overarching motivator would be a keen learning interest in the 

topic, enhanced by the other attributes that Nunatsiavut has to offer.  

 

This experience would likely lend itself best to being hosted in one community. However, this 

would not preclude a learning and discovery product mix of more than one community, with 

each participant community hosting a different topic. 

 

5. Torngat Treks 

The intent of this experience is to showcase the wilderness experiences associated with the 

Torngat Mountains. Depending on the sophistication of the guest, packages could range from 

guided, low impact experiences to experiences that are self-directed and demanding. 
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What this illustrates is that a mix of experiences can be developed for a range of prospective 

visitors skills, all of which will impart a unique appreciation for Nunatsiavut’s wilderness 

frontiers and cultural history. 

 

6. In-Field Learning and Discovery 

This experience takes learning and discovery out of the community, putting it instead in the 

backcountry. A prime example is the idea of working on an archaeological dig where visitors pay 

for the experience. It would not be all work, however, as archaeological project experts would be 

contracted to provide services such as lectures and interpretive sessions to broaden the learning 

experience of visitors. 

 

The in-field experience could be supplemented and enhanced with programmed, culturally 

oriented welcoming and departure festivities at the base community.   

 

7. Destination Lodge 

Destination lodges became a fixture in wilderness destinations through the development of sport 

fishing and hunting. Today, the market for destination lodges has expanded well beyond the 

fishing and hunting roots, encompassing nature tourism, rest and relaxation, solitude, self-

indulgence (i.e., spas) and wellness, all within a setting of exclusivity. Fit-ups, amenities and 

service levels cover the entire range from utilitarian to luxury. 

 

In identifying the potential fit for a destination lodge in Nunatsiavut’s tourism experience mix, it 

is also recognized that much more planning is required with respect to location, seasonality, size, 

scale of luxury, ownership and operations.   

 

8. Coastline Water Tour 

A scenic coastal boat tour would offer travelers options to view the coastline and land-based 

scenery looking landward. There would also be numerous water-based opportunities to 

experience marine life and seabirds as well as coming ashore to experience land-based nature 

and human history features.  

 

The vessel would likely be of cruiser size to provide travelers with the option of covered viewing 

and potentially overnight stays onboard. Tour design could also see any combination of camping 

or overnighting in Nunatsiavut communities. 

 

9. Trail Experience 

Consideration could be given to the construction of a coastline nature trail, perhaps something on 

the scale of 75 to 100 kilometres. The exact trail route would be such that land and water vistas 

would be optimized, along with opportunities to interpret nature and historical land use. The trail 

would be a multi-day trek that could be guided or self-guided. Self-guided experiences could be 

enhanced with the use of GPS hardware and literature as route interpretation tools.  

 

To enhance the appeal of the trail, basic overnight campsites could be constructed along the trail 

route, consisting of amenities such as a sleeping shelter, picnic tables, bench seating, a fire pit, a 

bear-proof food cache, and so on. 
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Depending on the start and finish points of the trail, water-based transportation could be arranged 

locally for drop-offs and pick-ups. In addition to transportation costs, it would not be unrealistic 

that a trail use fee be charged. 

 

 

6.0 Critical Issues 

6.1 Tour Packaging, Marketing and Operations 

Tourism in Nunatsiavut is suited to all-inclusive packaged tours. However, the territory is not 

market ready in terms of global-level expertise and resources to develop, market and manage 

Nunatsiavut-based tour packages. 

 

To address this situation, a practical strategic approach may be to partner with an established tour 

operator outside the territory to create a Nunatsiavut tour operator entity, creating opportunities 

to build territory-based expertise through knowledge transfer and hands-on experience. This 

Nunatsiavut tour operator entity would work with and contract Nunatsiavut-based service 

providers (guides, transportation, accommodations, food and beverage, etc.) to deliver package 

tour services.     

6.2 Air Access 

Air transport will be the primary way that visitors will access Nunatsiavut. Today’s travelers 

want to fly conveniently with quick and convenient connections to their final destination. Air 

access affordability and availability plays a critical role in Nunatsiavut’s ability to grow tourism, 

but the territory is at a competitive disadvantage. Packaging, partnerships, air carrier marketing 

support and encouraging the growth of regional small carrier service are four strategic 

approaches being utilized in other jurisdictions.     

6.3 Accommodations 

There is a significant, and problematic, variance in accommodation offerings between 

communities in Nunatsiavut. While it is unlikely that accommodations would be a material 

decision-to-come factor among the segment of tourist that Nunatsiavut would be targeting, the 

accommodations offering gap and the fit-up and amenities at most properties would be, in all 

likelihood, unacceptable to a majority of prospective tourists. 

 

Modernizing the accommodation product to satisfy a tourist will be a challenge because tourism 

has essentially no economic impact at present for accommodation properties in the territory. 

Change may be driven by new competition with fresh product catering to the dominant 

commercial market, or by industry response to more modern properties who can achieve 

occupancy growth through tourism. 

6.4 Service Skills and Standards 

Demonstrated competencies in areas such as guiding will be important in establishing credibility 

and creating confidence among both consumers and the travel trade. As such the guiding service 

sector must attain significantly higher levels of meaningful certification. Strategies to achieve 

this may include off-season, community-based training. 
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A subset of the guide training would be the strengthening of employee orientation, training and 

accreditation programming as it relates to sharing natural and human heritage understanding with 

visitors.  

 

With respect to other service areas such as accommodations and food and beverage, a positive 

attitude and friendly service can significantly enhance a visitor’s experience and offset in a 

meaningful way some service delivery weaknesses. However, to consistently meet tourist 

expectations, marketplace positioning and the appropriate service levels required must be known, 

understood and met. This could be achieved by partnering with a qualified, global-level tour 

company and working with individual tourism operators to better understand what is required to 

meet, and exceed, customer expectations.   

6.5 Risk and Liability Management 

As with service, it must be demonstrated that minimum standards of risk and liability 

management are being met in order to establish credibility and create confidence among travel 

buyers and destination decision influencers. This would be accomplished through guide 

certification, water craft operation certification, water craft inspections and the purchase of 

acceptable levels of liability insurance coverage. 

 

Strategically, increases in the number of certification holders can be accomplished through the 

provision of local training. Obtaining liability insurance coverage and minimizing the cost of 

premiums is problematic, but can partly be mitigated through demonstrated risk management 

training and ability. Partnering with other jurisdictions for group insurance is a possibility and 

Tourism Nunatsiavut must be actively represented at the national level in championing a national 

liability insurance program for outdoor/adventure tourism. 

6.6 Tourism Asset Preservation  

Nunatsiavut presently lacks resource management practices to protect and preserve 

archaeological sites from potential site impact associated with general tourist visitations. This 

would include the removal of artefacts and/or unintentional damage to sites.   

 

Visitor education, monitoring and access control (i.e., guided escorts) are strategic 

considerations. 
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Nunatsiavut Tourism Inventory List 
Item Area Classification Notes 

German graveyard Hopedale Attraction Historic buildings/sites  

Hopedale region Hopedale Attraction Fish - salmonoids  

Hopedale region Hopedale Attraction Historic buildings/sites Area archaeological sites 

MCL Sector Control Station Hopedale Attraction Historic buildings/sites Mid Canada Line early warning defence system 

Mission Complex Hopedale Attraction Historic buildings/sites  

Mission Complex Hopedale Attraction Museum/interpretive centre  

Traditional Inuit music Hopedale Attraction Culture - music  

Traditional Labrador music Hopedale Attraction Culture - music  

Trout ponds Hopedale Attraction Fish - salmonoids  

Various artisans Hopedale Attraction Culture - crafts  

Rock quarry Hopedale Attraction Other  

Traditional Labrador music Makkovik Attraction Culture - music  

Makkovik Trout Festival Makkovik Attraction Festivals/events  

Makkovik region Makkovik Attraction Fish - salmonoids  

Adlavik Harbour sod houses Makkovik Attraction Historic buildings/sites  

Nisbet Harbour mission house Makkovik Attraction Historic buildings/sites  

White Elephant Museum Makkovik Attraction Historic buildings/sites  

Makkovik region Makkovik Attraction Historic buildings/sites Area archaeological sites 

Traditional Inuit music Makkovik Attraction Culture - music  

Torngat Fish Producers Co-Op Makkovik Attraction Local industry  

White Elephant Museum Makkovik Attraction Museum/interpretive centre  

Makkovik region Makkovik Attraction Natural viewscapes - icebergs  

Makkovik region Makkovik Attraction Natural viewscapes - land  

Makkovik region Makkovik Attraction Natural viewscapes - water  

Groomed snowmobile trail Makkovik Attraction Trail system  

Makkovik region Makkovik Attraction Wildlife - birds  

Makkovik region Makkovik Attraction Wildlife - land animals  

Makkovik region Makkovik Attraction Wildlife - marine animals  

Various artisans Nain Attraction Culture - crafts  

Nain region Nain Attraction Fish - salmonoids  

Graveyard Nain Attraction Historic buildings/sites  
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Item Area Classification Notes 

Richard White's Trading Post Nain Attraction Historic buildings/sites  

Nain region Nain Attraction Historic buildings/sites Area archaeological sites 

Traditional Inuit music Nain Attraction Culture - music  

Torngat Fish Producers Co-Op Nain Attraction Local industry  

Nain region Nain Attraction Natural viewscapes - water  

Postville region Postville Attraction Historic buildings/sites Area archaeological sites 

Traditional Inuit music Postville Attraction Culture - music  

Postville region Postville Attraction Natural viewscapes - land  

Postville region Postville Attraction Natural viewscapes - water  

Postville region Postville Attraction Sport fishing  

Groomed snowmobile trail Postville Attraction Trail system  

Levi Pottle Memorial Dogteam Race Rigolet Attraction Coastal community culture  

Various artisans Rigolet Attraction Crafts cultural experience  

Kikiak Cultural Festival Rigolet Attraction Festivals/events  

Rigolet Salmon Festival Rigolet Attraction Festivals/events  

Rigolet region Rigolet Attraction Fish - salmonoids  

HBC Net Loft Rigolet Attraction Historic buildings/sites  

Rigolet region Rigolet Attraction Historic buildings/sites Area archaeological sites 

Traditional Inuit music Rigolet Attraction Culture - music  

HBC Net Loft Rigolet Attraction Museum/interpretive centre  

Boardwalk Rigolet Attraction Natural viewscapes - land  

Rigolet region Rigolet Attraction Natural viewscapes - land  

Groomed snowmobile trail Rigolet Attraction Trail system  

Rigolet region Rigolet Attraction Wildlife - birds  

Rigolet region Rigolet Attraction Wildlife - marine animals  

Hebron Torngat Attraction Historic buildings/sites  

TMNPR Torngat Attraction Historic buildings/sites Area archaeological sites 

TMNPR Torngat Attraction Natural viewscapes - land  

TMNPR Torngat Attraction Natural viewscapes - water  

TMNPR Torngat Attraction Wildlife - birds  

TMNPR Torngat Attraction Wildlife - land animals  

TMNPR Torngat Attraction Wildlife - marine animals  
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Item Area Classification Notes 

Net fishing Hopedale Activity Coastal community cultural experience  

Community visit Hopedale Activity Coastal community cultural experience  

Hopedale region Hopedale Activity Hiking  

Hopedale region Hopedale Activity Human heritage experience  

Traditional Inuit music Hopedale Activity Inuit cultural experience  

Hopedale region Hopedale Activity Photography  

Hopedale region Hopedale Activity Sport fishing  

Net fishing Makkovik Activity Coastal community cultural experience  

Community visit Makkovik Activity Coastal community cultural experience  

Makkovik region Makkovik Activity Human heritage experience  

Traditional Inuit music Makkovik Activity Inuit cultural experience  

Torngat Fish Producers Co-Op Makkovik Activity Plant tours  

Community visit Nain Activity Coastal community cultural experience  

Nain region Nain Activity Hiking  

Nain region Nain Activity Human heritage experience  

Traditional Inuit music Nain Activity Inuit cultural experience  

Nain region Nain Activity Photography  

Torngat Fish Producers Co-Op Nain Activity Plant tours  

Net fishing Postville Activity Coastal community cultural experience  

Community visit Postville Activity Coastal community cultural experience  

Postville region Postville Activity Hiking  

Postville region Postville Activity Human heritage experience  

Traditional Inuit music Postville Activity Inuit cultural experience  

Postville region Postville Activity Photography  

Net fishing Rigolet Activity Coastal community cultural experience  

Community visit Rigolet Activity Coastal community cultural experience  

Rigolet region Rigolet Activity Hiking  

Rigolet region Rigolet Activity Human heritage experience  

Traditional Inuit music Rigolet Activity Inuit cultural experience  

Rigolet region Rigolet Activity Photography  

Rigolet region Rigolet Activity Sea kayaking  

TMNPR Torngate Activity Hiking  
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Item Area Classification Notes 

TMNPR Torngate Activity Human heritage experience  

TMNPR Torngate Activity Land sightseeing  

TMNPR Torngate Activity Mountaineering/climbing  

TMNPR Torngate Activity Natural heritage experience  

TMNPR Torngate Activity Photography  

TMNPR Torngate Activity Sea kayaking  

TMNPR Torngate Activity Water sightseeing  

Nature Trek Canada BC Tourism Services Travel packages  

BreakAway Adventures Goose Bay Tourism Services Travel packages  

Amaguk Inn Hopedale Tourism Services Accommodations Hotel 18 rooms 

Amaguk Inn Hopedale Tourism Services Food and Beverage Restaurant 

Amaguk Inn Hopedale Tourism Services Food and Beverage Bar 

Labradorite Lounge Hopedale Tourism Services Food and Beverage Bar 

Labrador Adventures Hopedale Tourism Services Guiding  

Storytellers Hopedale Tourism Services Heritage and culture interpretation  

Various artisans Hopedale Tourism Services Local artisan production About nine artisans 

Labrador Adventures Hopedale Tourism Services Travel packages  

Adlavik Inn Makkovik Tourism Services Accommodations Boarding 5 rooms 

Adlavik Inn Makkovik Tourism Services Accommodations B&B 2 rooms 

Adlavik Inn Makkovik Tourism Services Boat charter 12 metre Northumberland 

Adlavik Inn Makkovik Tourism Services Food and Beverage Diner 

Adlavik Inn Makkovik Tourism Services Guiding  

Adlavik Inn Makkovik Tourism Services Guiding  

Storytellers Makkovik Tourism Services Heritage and culture interpretation  

Various artisans Makkovik Tourism Services Local artisan production About 25 artisans 

Makkovik Craft Centre Makkovik Tourism Services Retail Crafts 

Fran & Brian Williams Nain Tourism Services Accommmodations B&B 

Jessie Ford Nain Tourism Services Accommmodations B&B 

Webb's Boarding House Nain Tourism Services Accommmodations B&B 

Atsanik Lodge Nain Tourism Services Accommodations Hotel 26 rooms 

CJ Webb Inc. Nain Tourism Services Boat charter Longliner 

Henry Lyall Nain Tourism Services Boat charter Speedboat 
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Item Area Classification Notes 

Joey Angnatok Nain Tourism Services Boat charter Speedboat 

Nunatsuak Ltd. Nain Tourism Services Boat charter  

Richard Pamak Nain Tourism Services Boat charter Speedboat 

Webb's Services Ltd. Nain Tourism Services Boat charter Longliner 

Atvanik Lodge Nain Tourism Services Food and Beverage Semi-private dining room 

Atvanik Lodge Nain Tourism Services Food and Beverage Bar 

Fran & Brian Williams Nain Tourism Services Food and Beverage Private meals w accommodation 

Jessie Ford Nain Tourism Services Food and Beverage Private meals w accommodation 

Webb's Boarding House Nain Tourism Services Food and Beverage Private meals w accommodation 

Storytellers Nain Tourism Services Heritage and culture interpretation  

Various artisans Nain Tourism Services Local artisan production About 25 artisans 

Atvanik Lodge Nain Tourism Services Meetings and Convention Banquet facilities 

Atvanik Lodge Nain Tourism Services Meetings and Convention Meeting facilities 

Air Labrador NL Tourism Services Scheduled air service  

Provincial Airlines NL Tourism Services Scheduled air service  

Northern Ranger NL Tourism Services Transportation  

Torngat Mountain Labrador Tours NL Tourism Services Travel packages  

Wildland Tours NL Tourism Services Travel packages  

Northern Ranger NL Tourism Services Travel packages  

Canada North Outfitting ON Tourism Services Travel packages  

Juniors Bed and Breakfast Postville Tourism Services Accommodations B&B 

North Coast Hospitality Postville Tourism Services Accommodations Boarding 4 rooms 

Postville Hotel Postville Tourism Services Accommodations Boarding 5 rooms 

North Coast Hospitality Postville Tourism Services Food and Beverage Private meals w accommodation 

Postville Hotel Postville Tourism Services Food and Beverage Private meals w accommodation 

Storytellers Postville Tourism Services Heritage and culture interpretation  

Cruise North Expeditions QC Tourism Services Travel packages  

Blake's Efficiency Units Rigolet Tourism Services Accommodations Housekeeping 4 units 

Storytellers Rigolet Tourism Services Heritage and culture interpretation  

Various artisans Rigolet Tourism Services Local artisan production About 12 artisans 

Rigolet craft centre Rigolet Tourism Services Retail Crafts 

Zegrahm & Eco Expeditions WA Tourism Services Travel packages Cruise 
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Appendix B 

 

Glossary of Terms 
 

Adventure Tourism [Soft/Hard]: An outdoor leisure activity that generally takes place 

in an unusual, exotic, remote or wilderness setting, usually involving some form of 

unconventional means of transportation, and tending to be associated with low or high 

levels of physical activity. The activity may entail some element of risk.
2
 Hard adventure 

tourism combines a unique experience in an outdoor setting with excitement and a degree 

of risk. It frequently demands physical exertion as well as a level of skill. Soft adventure 

tourism focuses on providing a unique outdoors experience or ‘adventure.’ However, it 

involves only a minor element of risk, little physical exertion and limited skills. It is often 

educational with discovery, the environment, heritage and indigenous cultures being 

common aspects.
3
  

 

Culture/Heritage Tourism: Tourism that focuses on the culture, and cultural 

environments including landscapes of the destination, the values and lifestyles, heritage, 

visual and performing arts, industries, traditions and leisure pursuits of the local 

population or host community. It can include attendance at cultural events, visits to 

museums and heritage places and mixing with local people. It should not be regarded as a 

definable niche within the broad range of tourism activities, but encompasses all 

experiences absorbed by the visitor to a place that is beyond their own living 

environment.
4
 

 

Ecotourism: Travel that creates a high level of understanding and interpretation of 

cultural and natural history, while safeguarding the integrity of ecosystems. It produces 

economic benefits to local communities that encourage resource preservation and 

sustainable tourism development practices.
5
 

 

Educational Travel: Purposeful travel that is motivated by educational purposes; a 

desire to engage in opportunities to gain knowledge and insight into the people and places 

visited. Examples include: student exchanges, school day trips, second language training 

travel programs, conferences, professional development training and formal study tours. 

                                                 
2       . 2001. A Breath of Fresh Air: A Business Strategy for 

Outdoor Tourism Product 

Development in Canada. Ottawa: Canadian Tourism Commission, Industry 

and Product Development Committee, Outdoor Tourism Product 

Development Subcommittee. 
3   . 2003. Adventure Tourism. Brisbane: Queensland Government, 

Tourism Queensland. 
4   . December 2002. Principles And Guidelines For Managing 

Tourism At Places Of Cultural 

And Heritage Significance. Paris: International Council on Monuments 

and Sites, International Cultural Tourism Committee. 
5   . 2003. Adventure Tourism. Brisbane: Queensland Government, 

Tourism Queensland. 
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Transcends traditional market segments such as adventure travel, cultural travel, 

aboriginal and nature travel.
6
 

 

Experiential Travel: Engages visitors in a series of memorable activities, revealed over 

a duration of time, that are inherently personal, engage the senses, and makes connections 

on an emotional, physical, spiritual or intellectual level.
7
 

Explorers: Pleasure travelers looking for experiential opportunities to explore a new part 

of the world and learn about local area history, customs and cultures. 

 

Guide: An employee or self-employed individual, who, for gain, reward or for material 

or financial benefit received, accompanies and is responsible for another person in any 

tourism activity.
8
 

 

Learning Travel: Leisure travel that enable visitors to experience the cultural, historical 

and natural wonders of an area by participating in a series of pre-planned activities with a 

learning component, led by resource specialists, and complemented by an array of 

entertaining, socially satisfying, and personally rewarding visitor and leisure activities.
9
 

 

Nature Tourism: Tourism related to nature, adventure and culture, which takes place in 

the backcountry and is primarily associated with multi-day trips, although it also includes 

day trips.
10

 

 

Outdoor Tourism: Products/experiences provided by operators who are involved in 

ecotourism and/or adventure travel.
11

 

 

Primary Visitation Motivator:  A tourism asset with sufficient attributes and benefits to 

singularly motivate individuals to visit a destination. 

 

Secondary Visitation Motivator: A tourism asset that, in combination with other 

tourism assets, motivates individuals to visit a destination. 

 

Tour Operator: A company that creates and/or markets inclusive tours and/or performs 

tour services. 

 

                                                 
6 Learning Thru Leisure Consulting Inc. June 2004. Defining Tomorrow’s 

Tourism Product: Packaging Experiences. Research report #2004-7. A 

report prepared for the Canadian Tourism Commission. 

7 Ibid 
8 Adapted from Government of Yukon Wilderness Tourism Licensing Act. 
9 Learning Thru Leisure Consulting Inc. June 2004. Defining Tomorrow’s 

Tourism Product: Packaging Experiences. Research report #2004-7. A 

report prepared for the Canadian Tourism Commission. 
10 Tompkins, L. 1996. A Description of Wilderness Tourism and Outfitting 

in the Yukon. A report prepared for the Government of Yukon, 

Department of Tourism. 
11   . 2001. Outdoor Tourism: An Industry Profile and Resource 

Guide. Ottawa: Canadian 

Tourism Commission. 
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Wilderness: Any area in a largely natural condition in which ecosystem processes are 

generally unaltered by human activity, including areas of visible human activity that does 

not detract from wilderness tourism.
12

 

 

Wilderness Tourism: A sector of the tourism industry where an operator, for gain, 

reward or for material or financial benefit received provides a wilderness-based tourism 

activity.
13

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
12 Adapted from Government of Yukon Wilderness Tourism Licensing Act. 
13 Government of Yukon Wilderness Tourism Licensing Act. 


